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BY ASHUY HOPKINS

Among hugs, handshakes and highfives, Brandon Eickel celebrated his victory over impeachment at Tuesday's SGA
Senate meeting.
The decision not to impeach followed
a three-hour debate in which members
of the Senate argued for and against
taking action against Eickel. In a violation of section 2.2-3710 of the Virginia
Freedom of Information Act, the organization voted via secret ballot. While the
vote counts were not released, the majority voted against impeachment. As the
impeachment measure was not passed, it
cannot be brought up again.
While a move toward impeachment was not granted, a bill of censure,
written and proposed by Senior Class
President Katelyn Grant, was passed and
approved by a majority vote.
"By censuring (officially reprimanding) Mr. Eickel we are saying that we do
not approve of his actions," Grant said.
The bill stated that the SGA recognizes that Eickel's actions were in the
wrong, and that he has compromised the
student body's confidence in the organization. According to the censure, Eickel's
actions are not supported by the SGA.
While the bill passed, it was not without debate.
Most speakers said that Eickel should
have given proper recognition to Zach

Pilchen and Valerie Hopkins of William
and Mary for using their ideas, but some
said that they thought Eickel's attempt
to bring ideas from other schools was a
good one.
"I think that borrowing ideas from
other schools is a wonderful idea," junior
class treasurer Tara Rife said. "I think
this is a very strong action."
Senator Matt Jones disagreed.
"A president elected under false pretenses, regardless of his intent, should be
held responsible for their actions," Jones
said. He later added, "Many students
were embarrassed. A censure bill will
not appease them."
There was further debate as to how
much weight the bill would carry. While
some senators felt that the censure was
not enough of a punishment, others felt
that it was a fair one.
"I don't think this is a strong enough
slap on the wrist for Mr. Eickel," Senator
Tommy Bluestein said. "[A censure] is
not enough."
Senator Jeff Watson agreed, saying
that as leaders of the student government, they should hold themselves to
higher standards.
"We are an organization comprised
of students who have made the choice
to step up and lead this campus to success," he said. "We have been charged as
leaders to lead by ordinance, and to lead
by example. It is our responsibility to
SMfKKEl,H|tS

This fall marks the beginning of the
Madison Student Giving Campaign,
formerly known as the Madison Class
Challenge, a student-run initiative
that works on behalf of the university
to establish the tradition of giving.
"We changed the name from
Madison Class Challenge to the
Madison Student Giving Campaign
this year because we felt it better
described what we do," Christine
Bilbrey, assistant director of the
Madison Fund, said. "From a PR
standpoint, it's hard to sell an organization when students aren't sure what
you do."
Until this year, the organization
was aimed solely at seniors. In 2006,
15 percent of all seniors (641 students) gave back to JMU and because
the individuals behind the Madison
Class Challenge knew they could do
better, they tossed their old title and
zoomed in on a new market — the
entire student body.
Since its inception in 1989. students have pledged over $770,000
and as a result JMU was ranked
23rd in endowment during 2006.
With an alumni giving rate of only
9 percent. This number is staggering, especially when compared to
schools like the University of Virginia
at a rate of 25 percent. University of
Mary Washington at 26 percent, and
Radford at 13 percent.
"Our students seem to care about
rankings, and that is one that 1 urge
them to pay attention to," Maggie
Guy, student external relations director for MSGC, said. "It is far more
common to get a $20 commitment
than $100, but the truth is, small
donations add up. It's not how much
you give, but the fact that you give
that truly makes a difference."
Students have the option of giving their money towards almost any
part of JMU. The College of Business,
College of Arts and Letters, student
scholarships, research projects,
athletic teams, and special interest
groups are a few of the many areas
student gifts can help support.
The executive board of MSGC,
composed of 13 members, has big
plans in reaching its goal of 2008
student gifts (that's 502 gifts per
class). Promotional events at athletic
events, concerts, and publicity on
the commons are a few ways MSGC
hopes to encourage students to make
donations.
Jeff Showell, director of the
JMU music program, sees MSGC's
involvement as a great way to help
fund their most pressing needs.
"I think that fine student performances are the most effective incentive
for donors to give to school of music,
especially since music scholarships are
our most pressing need," he said.
Unlike some other organizations,
however, MSGC is not about giving
money and getting T-shirts.
"We are trying to lead students
away from the idea that higher education is about transaction," Guy said.
"Gifts to the university should be
that.a gift. They aren't paying <"<""
something with the idea that they
are getting something in return. We
SMGIY1MG,P

Students unite to protest potential plant
lYUttSDftfYFlM

Students from JMU are spearheadingacoalition of environmental
organizations from colleges across
Virginia that intend to oppose the
building of a coal-fired power plant
in Wise County, Va.
The student environmental group
Virginia Climate Environmental
Action Network (VaCAN), which
has affiliates at seven Virginia colleges, is making it a priority to keep
the plant from being built
In October, members of VaCAN
will meet again in Wise County,
"We are going to Wise County
to talk with locals who are fighting
mountain top removal and strip

mining," said Marley Green, junior
and student organizer for the environmental effort. "We are trying
to get more of an appreciation for
what we're going to face."
Senior Mel Cronin hosted a
gathering this summer at which
VaCAN members decided to oppose
the plant.
This affects JMU students'
futures," she said. "It is affecting
us here and right now ... If we get
JMU to stand up it will make a huge
impact on Virginia."
JMU students are recruiting
students from colleges across the
state, as well as anyone else who
can help.
In April, Dominion Virginia
Power plans to break ground in the

construction of the power plant near
the town of St. Paul in Wise County.
The plant would generate 650
megawatts of power and consume
up to 800,000 gallons of fresh water
daily from the Clinch River.
The plant would also add 400800 coal trucks a day, or one coal
truck running through the small
town roads every 1.8 to 3.6 minulrs,
according to Southern Appalachian
Mountain Stewards, an environmental group.
Some local residents have been
fighting against the construction of
this plant since the beginning.
"Dominion Powerwill most likely
use strip mining in order to obtain
S«V.C«Btt.»
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus ana local community. The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and
firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.
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SGA breaks
legal procedure
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While Tuesday's first sen.itr nutting seemed lo fcuus
on tfae Demon and potafble impeachment of Student BodyPresident Brandon Rickel. Stefan ie DiDomenico was also
elected as the speaker of the student Senate and a bill was
also passed.
After the Finance Committee Bill was passed there was a
motion to move into executive session to elect DiDomenico
as speaker of the student senate. All friends of the senate and
press were disked to leave the meeting at this time.
Since the Student Government Association did not provide a valid, legal exemption as specified by Va.'s open- meeting law. the press refused to leave in that the Virginia law had
not been followed. The press remained as a representative of
the public in an open meeting.
The Finance Committee Bill, authored by Senator Jeff
Watson, was unanimously passed and went into effect immediately It changed Article IV, Section 5 of the constitution of
the SGA concerning choosing members of the finance committee.
Under the original constitution, there was a specified
structure. Now, the membership requirements are less specific. Watson believes that the changes will introduce a better
structure that will help balance the committee.
"It's not that people don't want to join the Finance Committee, it's that they cant," Watson said
The bill changes the structure from two college senators,
two campus senators, and three at-large senators, to one from
each of the three specific backgrounds and four appointed by
the speaker at the Senate.
There was a short debate on the issue, but the senators
heeded Senator Daniel Stana s advice.
"Take care of it in one shot, get it over with and I urge you
to vote yes for this bill," Stana said.
Watson and Contingency Liaison Charles Shaw also clarified finance regulations tor the senators. Kxecutive Treasurer
Robert Burden announced that the SGA funding for the current school year is $48,249.
"We really do want to give you this money, and give it for
the right reasons," Watson said.
Contingency funding is available to any non-Front End
Budget organization that meets certain criteria. Up to $2,000
can be retpiested two times each year.
The second bill to pass was the Censure Bill presented by
Sen mi Class President Katelyn Grant, The proposed censure
was a repercussion in response to nickel's campaign platform. The bill was passed after lengthy debates.

Study finds students °
need more Ills
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third class I have a lot more trouble concentrating," junior
Kristin Otte said.
Lack of sleep soon leads to physical problems, such as high
blood
pressure or emotional trouble, according to the New
JMU students might want to start considering just how
York
Times, Rodgers said it could affect more than that.
much their sleep is worth.
"Some [students] actually say [complain of] fatigue or ex"It seems natural that it plays a part in consolidating
memories, enhancing cognitive power because sleep is a time haustion and others note more illness, aches and pains, especially
headaches, migraines, more than usual," he said.
when your body and brain repairs and rejuvenates itself,"
Rodgers said the the University Health Center does see
said Dr. Stephen Rodgers, the medical director at the Unisleep deprived students.
v.isity Ilralth Center.
"Exam weeks are especially busy for illness and lack of
A New York Times article reported that sleep may help
"integrate important facts, memories and emotional impres- sleep and can make students more susceptible to colds, flu,
strep and similar contagious illnesses," Rodgers said.
sions recorded from the previous day."
Some students find that colds are a common occurrence.
Sleep has five stages, with the first four grouped as non"I definitely get colds more often since I've been at school
rapid eye movement (NRKM) and the fifth as rapid eye movement (REM). The first four stages start as a light sleep and than I do when I'm at home over the summer," Otte said.
While some students fight off sickness, others say that
continue into a heavy sleep. The REM stage is where dreams
occur, and one complete cycle of the stages takes about an their mood is affected by a lack of sleep.
"I am more irritable when I don't get enough sleep," juhour. However, if this cycle is interrupted, the quality of
nior John Hughes said.
sleep lessens.
Senior Natalie Roberts agreed, and added that she has
While quality sounds more important than quantity, some
JMU students say they function better after a full night's trouble concentrating.
Rodgers offered a piece of advice to help keep students
sleep.
"1 definitely notice differences," junior Virginia Marstin stay well rested.
"Schedule the right amount of time for sleep with a regsaid. "I'm not as competent nor do I take in as much if I don't
ular bedtime, exercise regularly, avoid stimulants after 4
get at least seven to mine hours of sleep at night."
While some students notice a difference right away, oth- p.m., avoid too many naps, and the environment is imporers say it takes a little longer for their lack of sleep to kick tant: have a dark cool room," Rodgers said. "Pace yourselves during finals, prepare ahead to not have to cram, and
in.
"When I don't get enough sleep, I don't see any difference allow enough time for pleasure breaks to refresh your body
in how I am in the first class, but once I get to my second or and mind."
BY ASHI0N SMITH
<ontributing miter

Students go SMAD (or internship
BY CAROLINE C0URN0YER
itoH writer
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Stephanie DiDomenico Is named speaker of the ilfte
during Tuesday's meeting. The decision came after the
SGA called an executive session, Illegally asking friends
of the senate to leave during the debate.
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Career

SYColeman, will offer a $1,000 scholarship as well as a summer
internship lo Interactive Media SMAD students beginning in spring
2008.
SYColeman is an interactive communications company, based in
Arlington, Va., that serves the Department of Defense as well as the
commercial sector.
In order to qualify for the SYColeman Scholarship, students must
be rising seniors enrolled in the Interactive Media concentration in
SMAD. Aside from the requirements, the applicants will be judged on
commitment to the field, academics and financial need, according to
Interim Director of SMAD Steve Anderson.
"Commitment means a lot of things," Anderson said. "Some of it
will be how well they have been doing in Interactive Media classes.
Some students basically get through and do the assignments. Others
go out and leam new things or help other students, which shows initiative."
Anderson said the scholarship was the School of Media Arts and
Design's idea but SYColeman was enthusiastic about the idea and

needed no convincing. Anderson hopes the scholarship will benefit
students not only financially, but professionally.
"Some student who has really worked hard will receive some money to defer the costs of their education," he said. "That might make
them worry less with how they're going to pay for college and more for
being the best 1M student they can become."
While the scholarship will alleviate some financial concerns for
students, the summer internship is designed to help advance their careers in Interactive Media.
Students must be nominated by their professors in order to qualify
for the internship. Each year, beginning this spring, a list of candidates
will be given to SYColeman, who will then conduct the final selection.
As of now, there is no year requirement, but that could change Anderson said.
The internship currently will not be paid in salary, according to
Anderson, but there will be daily compensation covering expenses
such as travel and meals.
Regarding the duties, the interns will be assigned a mentor who
will guide them through projects and typical tasks of SYColeman employees.
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boxed classified, $10 per column inch.
• Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday
issue.
• Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.
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Troubled Role in the
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Mon - $2.00 a Game
Wed- Night Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free
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SGA breaks
legal procedure

Tips for a good night's sleep from WebMD:
\_J

/^~\ /"^\ Avoid large meals
■^ / ivithin two hours
of bedtime.
^

»Y KATIE THISOEll
lontribuNni witar

While Tuesday's first senate meeting seemed to focus
on the censure and possible impeachment of Student Body
President Brandon F.ickel, Stefanie DiDomenico was also
elected as the speaker of the student Senate and a bill was
also passed.
After the Finance Committee Bill was passed there was a
motion to move into executive session to elect DiDomenico
as speaker of the student senate. All friends of the senate and
press were asked to leave the meeting at this time.
Since the Student Government Association did not provide a valid, legal exemption as specified by Va.'s open- meeting law, the press refused to leave in that the Virginia law had
not been followed. The press remained as a representative of
the public in an open meeting.
The Finance Committee Bill, authored by Senator Jeff
Watson, was unanimously passed and went into effect immediately. It changed Article IV, Section 5 of the constitution of
the SGA concerning choosing members of the Finance committee.
Under the original constitution, there was a specified
structure. Now, the membership requirements are less specific. Watson believes that the changes will introduce a better
structure that will help balance the committee.
"It's not that people don't want to join the Finance Committee, it's that they can't," Watson said.
The bill changes the structure from two college senators,
two campus senators, and three at-large senators, to one from
each of the three specific backgrounds and four appointed by
the speaker of the Senate.
There was a short debate on the issue, but the senators
heeded Senator Daniel Stana's advice.
Take care of it in one shot, get it over with and I urge you
to vote yes for this bill," Stana said.
Watson and Contingency Liaison Charles Shaw also clarified finance regulations for the senators. Executive Treasurer
Robert Burden announced that the SGA funding for the current school year is $48,249.
"We really do want to give you this money, and give it for
the right reasons," Watson said.
Contingency funding is available to any non-Front Find
Budget organization that meets certain criteria. Up to $2,000
can be requested two times each year.
The second bill to pass was the Censure Bill presented by
Senior Class President Katelyn Grant. The proposed censure
was a repercussion in response to Eickel's campaign platform. The bill was passed after lengthy debates.

Study finds students J^
need more Ills (■

Reduce noise
and light in the
room.
\\
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BY ASHTON SMITH
cotttributing wriltf

JMU students might want to start considering just how
much their sleep is worth.
"II seems natural that it plays a part in consolidating
memories, enhancing cognitive power because sleep is a time
when your body and brain repairs and rejuvenates itself,"
said Dr. Stephen Rodgers, the medical director at the Univi-itv Health Center.
A New York Times article reported that sleep may help
"integrate important facts, memories and emotional impressions recorded from the previous day."
Sleep has five stages, with the first four grouped as nonrapid eye movement (NREM) and the fifth as rapid eye movement (REM). The first four stages start as a light sleep and
continue into a heavy sleep. The REM stage is where dreams
occur, and one complete cycle of the stages takes about an
hour. However, if this cycle is interrupted, the quality of
sleep lessens.
While quality sounds more important than quantity, some
JMU students say they function better after a full night's
sleep.
"I definitely notice differences," junior Virginia Marstin
said. "I'm not as competent nor do I take in as much if I don't
get at least seven to mine hours of sleep at night."
While some students notice a difference right away, others say it takes a little longer for their lack of sleep to kick
in.
"When 1 don't get enough sleep, I don't see any difference
in how I am in the first class, but once I get to my second or

third class I have a lot more trouble concentrating," junior
Kristin Otte said.
Lack of sleep soon leads to physical problems, such as high
blood pressure or emotional trouble, according to the New
York Times. Rodgers said it could affect more than that.
"Some I st iid.Mil s I actually say [complain of] fatigue or exhaustion and others note more illness, aches and pains, especially headaches, migraines, more than usual," he said.
Rodgers said the the University Health Center does see
sleep deprived students.
"Exam weeks are especially busy for illness and lack of
sleep and can make students more susceptible to colds, flu,
strep and similar contagious illnesses," Rodgers said.
Some students find that colds are a common occurrence.
"I definitely get colds more often since I've been at school
than I do when I'm at home over the summer," Otte said.
While some students fight off sickness, others say that
their mood is affected by a lack of sleep.
"1 am more irritable when I don't get enough sleep," junior John Hughes said.
Senior Natalie Roberts agreed, and added that she has
trouble concentrating.
Rodgers offered a piece of advice to help keep students
stay well rested.
"Schedule the right amount of time for sleep with a regular bedtime, exercise regularly, avoid stimulants after 4
p.m., avoid too many naps, and the environment is important: have a dark cool room," Rodgers said. "Pace yourselves during finals, prepare ahead to not have to cram, and
allow enough time for pleasure breaks to refresh your body
and mind."

Students go SMAD for internship
8Y CAROLINE C0URH0YER
sleff writer

Stephanie DiDomenico Is named speaker of the senate
during Tuesday's meeting. The decision came after the
SQA called an executive session. Illegally asking friends
of the senate to leave during the debate.
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SYColeman, will offer a $1,000 scholarship as well as a summer
internship to Interactive Media SMAD students beginning in spring
2008.
SYColeman is an interactive communications company, based in
Arlington, Va., that serves the Department of Defense as well as the
commercial sector.
In order to qualify for the SYColeman Scholarship, students must
be rising seniors enrolled in the Interactive Media concentration in
SMAD. Aside from the requirements, the applicants will be judged on
commitment to the field, academics and financial need, according to
Interim Director of SMAD Steve Anderson.
"Commitment means a lot of things,' Anderson said. "Some of it
will be how well they have been doing in Interactive Media classes.
Some students basically get through and do the assignments. Others
go out and learn new things or help other students, which shows initiative."
Anderson said the scholarship was the School of Media Arts and
Design's idea but SYColeman was enthusiastic about the idea and

needed no convincing. Anderson hopes the scholarship will benefit
students not only financially, but professionally.
"Some student who has really worked hard will receive some money to defer the costs of their education," he said. "That might make
them worry less with how they're going to pay for college and more for
being the best IM student they can become."
While the scholarship will alleviate some financial concerns for
students, the summer internship is designed to help advance their careers in Interactive Media.
Students must be nominated by their professors in order to qualify
for the internship. Each year, beginning this spring, a list of candidates
will be given to SYColeman, who will then conduct the final selection.
As of now, there is no year requirement, but that could change Anderson said.
The internship currently will not be paid in salary, according to
Anderson, but there will be daily compensation covering expenses
such as travel and meals.
Regarding the duties, the interns will be assigned a mentor who
will guide them through projects and typical tasks of SYColeman employee*.
tee 5YCMEHW. |»*. »

JMU to tost emergency
communication system

Resume round up on
Thursday In Transitions

Howdy Doody' subject of
new exhibit at Brtdgewater

Japanese Prime Ministers
removes self from office

Former Philippine presldent to go to prison

Diabetes medicine
may be dangerous

JMU will be conducting a Usit
of the comprehensive emergency
response communicotion systems
on Sunday at 3 p.m.. The now
skin system will be tested, on
oueiUe message will be broadcast across me Pi system, 0 blast
entail message will be send and a
lest text message/yoke message
wiH be sent lo the tell phones ol
at indmduols who hove enrolled
lot emergency notification

(oreer ond Academic
Plonning is sponsoring a
Resume Round Up today
from I pm. lo 4:30 pm In
Transitions on the bottom Hoot
ol Warren Hall This is an oppor
(unity for students to have their
resumes reviewed by employ
ers. Students should arrive with
0 copy of then resume. Dress
is casual Refreshments will be
provided.

Memorabilia from the television
show, 'Howdy Doody' which debuted 60 years ago this December.
will be on display at Bridgewater
Colleges Reuel B Prilthett Museum
through Dec. 31, said fhe Dairy
News Record.
According to rfieDNR, the e<
hibit features piops from the shew
ond vintage merchandise collected
by Ralph MacPhail Jr., 8( professai
emeritus of theater

TOKYO — Japanese Prime
Minislei Shinto Abe resigned yes
teiday otter a year in power, at
tatding to The Washington
Posf. Abe announced his resigna
lion ot a nationally televised piest
conference in Tokyo. Abe sold thai
his unexpected cesignotion would
be the end of a yeai of govern
ment scandals and humiliation,
according to The Poif.

MANILA — former Philip
pine president Joseph Esliada was
convicted in 0 Philippine onlicor
luption yesteiday and sentenced
lo 0 maiimum of 40 yeors in
prison, according to The New
York Times. According lo The
Times, Eslroda was found guilty
of plunder, when he illegally ac
quired wealth in office.

Avondio. a onceaopulat mediae*
fw diabetes, is under question aver
Us solely said The New York
Times. The Times reported thai one
study found fhol Avondio doubled the
risk of heart foflure and raised lie risk
of a boon abode in users by 47 percent
kfaolSoaMne, the compony (hot
mokes Avondw, released 0 whiten stale
ment saying that the compony supports
its product and that it is safe when used
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Annual walk enlightens participants to needs of poor and hungry
BY KRISHNA MORRIS
contributing writer
Over a dozen churches and orga-

nlatttoni will be lacing up their
walking shoes on Sept. 30.
The Harrisnnlnirg Communities
Responding to Overcome Poverty
(CROP) Hunter Walk is a three-mile
walk around local neighborhoods to
fundraise for poverty and hunger
1 ncl is organized by local churches
and the Church World Service. Rev.
Jeff Butcher of Otterbein United

Methodist Church said.
The ,IMU Wesley Foundation will
also be participating at the walk.
"The CROP walk is an incredible
way to help address the needs that
everyone is experiencing," Director
of the Wesle> Foundation. Rev.
Amanda Garber said
Through
the CROP walk »r not onl\ 1.11.1
money, but also the awareness ot tinspiritual and physical hunger around
the world".
The Wesley Foundation and participating churches will walk around

the theme "We walk because they
walk."
"By walking we can learn how
a number of people in the world
lire day to day to survive," Butcher
~aid
"In essence that makes us .1
Hltllrss

The last Harrisonburg CROP
Hunger Walk was in 1993, although
its routs go back to the lite 1000 ..
Butcher said.
"My last CROP walk was almost
eight years ago in New Jersey." senior
Amanda Barclay said. "It really is an

enlightening experience to feel what
other less fortunate people are going
through, and I hope I can be part of
the solution again someday."
Over 2,000 cites and towns
nationwide
join
together
to
participate in the yearly hunger
walks. Last year CROP walkers,
volunteers and sponsors raised more
than $15 million to stop hunger and
restore peace around the world, the
Church World Service magazine
said. According to Butcher, the
money raised went towards feeding

Mr. J's "After Hours"
Mr. J's "After Hours"
I Buy One Breakfast Sandwich
I

Get a Second 75$ Off

I
.

S High Location only from
9 ».m. - 2 a.m. Thuri., Frl„ and Sat.

At our Rockingham
Square Location Only
(Rt. 42 South)

Thursday Nights
Mfay Nights
Saturday Nights

Mr. J's "After Hours"
Buy One Monster Burger

Get 1 00 Off
S. High Location only from
8 p.m. -1 a.m. Thuri.. Frl.. and Sat.

9:00- 2:00 am
9:00 - 2:00 am
9:00 - 2:00 am

the hungry, protecting children and
helping families and communities
around the world help themselves.
"It's not just enough to give people food," Butcher said. "You have
to help people learn to feed themselves, and that's what the CROP
walk does".
"I'm really excited to participate
in the CROP Hunger Walk again,"
Barclay said. "Raising money to
stop hunger is important, but raising awareness through the streets is
something that will last forever."

SYCOLEMAN: Interns get
practical experience
conceptualizations."

SYColtman, from page 3
"Positions will generally require

There are currently 56 Interactive Media students in SMAD. but
only one student will be selected
for the scholarship and one for the
internship, making competition
fierce.
According to Anderson. JMU
and SYCoIeman have always had
a very good relationship. Twelve
JMU graduates currently work at
the company.

interns to work with the classical
theory of design or graphic design."
Anderson said. They may assist in
avatfa| the following: brochures,
nuiga/iiu-., posters, briefings, ad
.uitl (d ,inini;itions. interactive audio vi.Mi.il presentation, video presontalions, and internet products
such as Web pages from rough
skt'tches, verbal descriptions and
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Hungry?
Feed your body
and so much more 6pm
every Thursday night @

European

Wesley ftouse
This year Wesley is traveling lo
Honduras for Spring Break!

Come find out more @ dinner on

Sept. 20th

X

Union
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Come as you are!
All are Welcome!
For more info
contact Amanda Garber,
the Wesley Campus Minister <a>
amg1slp@aol.com or (540) 434-3490

\
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The Wesley House is located @
690 S. Mason St. (across from RMH Hospital)
orgs.jmu.edu/wesleyfoundation/

Welcome Back JMU!
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www.gcch.org Q 540-433-9244
Check out our new college ministry, the LampPost, on Facebook
or at www.myspace.com/The Lamppost
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EICKEL: Censure not sufficient
for some, senators may resign
EICKEL from from
this institution to well and
faithfully discharge the duties
of our office."
Senator Bekah Reiter disagreed.
This bill is not a slap on
the wrist," she said. "It's very
harsh."
Executive Treasurer Robert
Burden agreed.
"We execs think this is a
serious piece of paper," he
said.
While the censure bill
passed, it was not enough
for Watson. After voting, he
motioned to form an investigative committee impeachment.
If agreed upon by 51 percent
of senators the Speaker of the
Senate, Stefanie DiDomenico,
would have had to select members to look into the situation.
The members, who could be
chosen from inside and outside
the SGA, would have two weeks
to gather evidence for a hearing. Eickel would have temporarily lost his chair to the Vice
President of Administrative
Affairs, Andy Gibson, until the
hearing, and if found guilty
would lose his chair permanently. At that point, another
election would be held to fill
the position.
This too was not without
debate.
One of the biggest concerns of the SGA was that an
impeachment would put a hold
on their proceedings or cause a
rift in the organization. Eickel
agreed.
"I cam'' into this meeting

knowing I could potentially
make their decision," he said.
"I would have removed myself
if it would have gone that far."
Senator Charles Shaw
agreed.
"If we do this student
government will not run as
smoothly," he said.
Others, however, felt that it
would be more detrimental to
the student body to not investigate the matter further.
"I am sorry that an
investigation
would
be
inconvenient to you," Stacy
Fuller, student representative
to the Board of Visitors,
said. "I'm sure the rest of the
university isn't worried about
the inconvenience."
She added that censuring
without investigation is an
incomplete process.
Jones seemed to agree.
"Any delay would be caused
by the actions that transpired
last semester," Jones said.
Other senators disagreed
with impeachment because
they felt Eickel had been punished enough for his actions.
"We feel that if we have
already censured him that is
enough," Burden said.
Senator Lee Brooks agreed.
"That is public humiliation
and that is a consequence," he
said.
But others say Eickel has
not felt the full repercussions
of his actions.
"If you pass this bill you're
saying what you think," Fuller
said. "Well I don't particularly
care what [the SGA] thinks and

K^

o»o

no one else does either. What
you think has little consideration and no consequence to
what is happening on campus.
If we are going to talk about
what you do, that is a slightly
different story. What you do, or
do not do, will matter."
Jones agreed.
"We need to look toward
action," he said, adding that
the SGA shouldn't just take a
quick and easy way out of the
situation.
Despite varying opinions,
Eickel said that he has learned
his lesson.
"I can honestly say I have
learned more from making this
mistake than I have from any
other class at JMU," he said.
Some senators, however,
are trying to take matters into
their own hands.
"I'm resigning my post as a
senator in response to this and
calling for a protest of the SGA
by other senators who disagree
with the decision to resign as
well," Brian Tynan said, adding
that he will be calling students
to sit in on meetings until the
issue is addressed again.
The Board ofVisitors may
be the next to address the issue,
as they are scheduled to meet
on Sept. 28. While they might
discuss what happened, it does
not look as though action will
be taken.
Mark Warner, senior vice
president of student affairs,
said, "The Board of Visitors
respects the tenets of student
government and would not
intervene."

Servers wanted,
come in to apply!
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from appetizer to entree, your delicious,
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829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA
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Annual walk enlightens participants to needs of poor and hungry
BV KRISHNA MORRIS
(ontributing writer

Over a dozen churches anil organizations will be lacing up their
walking shoes on Sept. 30.
The Harrisonburg Communities
Responding to Overcome Povert)
1 HOP) Hunger Weft is ■ three mile
walk around local neighborhoods to
fundrtiee for poverty and hunger
irnl is oneailM In local churches
incl the Church World Service. Kev
Jeff Butcher of Otterbein United

Methodist Church said.
The JMU Wesley Foundation will
also be participating at the walk
The CROP walk is .111 Incredible
we) to help address the needs that
everyone is experiencing," Director
of the Wesley Foundation. Rev.
Amanda Garber said. "Through
the CROP walk we not only raise
money, but also the awareness of the
spiritual and physical hunger around
the world".
The Wesley Foundation and participating churches will walk around

the theme "We walk because they
walk,"
"Bj walking we can learn hoM
a number of people in the world
live day to day to survive," butcher
■aid
in eeeence that makes us a
witnen."
The last Harrisonburg CHOI'
Hunger Walk was in 1993, although
its roots go beck to the late 1000s.
Butcher said.
"My last CROP walk was almost
eight years ago in New Jersey." senior
Amanda Barclay said. "It really is .111

enlightening experience to feel what
other less fortunate people are going
through, and I hope I can be part of
the solution again someday."
Over 2,000 cites and towns
nationwide
join
together
to
participate in the yearly hunger
walks. Last year CROP walkers,
volunteers and sponsors raised more
than (lg million to stop hunger and
restore peace around the world, the
Church World Service magazine
said. According to Butcher, the
money raised went towards feeding
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the hungry, protecting children and
helping families and communities
around the world help themselves.
"It's not just enough to give people food," Butcher said. "You have
to help people learn to feed themselves, and that's what the CROP
walk does".
"I'm really excited to participate
in the CROP Hunger Walk again,"
Barclay said. "Raising money to
stop hunger is important, but raising awareness through the streets is
something that will last forever.'

SYCOLEMAN: Interns get
practical experience
conceptualizations."
There are currently 56 Interactive Media students in SMAD. but
only one student will be selected
for the scholarship and one for the
internship, making competition
fierce.
According to Anderson. JMU
and SYColcman haw always had
I ver> good relationship. Twelve
JMU graduates airrently work at
tlicioinpany.

Sf ((.lemon, from poge 3

"Positions will generally require
interns (o wort: with the classical
theory of design or graphic design."
Anderson said. Tlicy may assist in
creating the following: brochures,
maga/ines, posters, briefings, ad
and ;jd animations interactive audio visual presentation, video prevnt.ilinn.s. .ind intern.-! products
Mcfa is Web pages from rough
skctclies. verbal descriptions and
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EICKEL: Censure not sufficient
for some, senators may resign
EICKEL. from front
this institution to well and
faithfully discharge the duties
of our officeSenator Bekah Reiter disagreed.
"This bill is not a slap on
the wrist," she said. "It's very
harsh."
Executive Treasurer Robert
Burden agreed.
"We execs think this is a
serious piece of paper," he
said.
While the censure bill
passed, it was not enough
for Watson. After voting, he
motioned to form an investigative committee impeachment.
If agreed upon by 51 percent
of senators the Speaker of the
Senate, Stefanie DiDomenico,
would have had to select members to look into the situation.
The members, who could be
chosen from inside and outside
the SGA, would have two weeks
to gather evidence for a hearing. Eickel would have temporarily lost his chair to the Vice
President of Administrative
Affairs, Andy Gibson, until the
hearing, and if found guilty
would lose his chair permanently. At that point, another
election would be held to fill
the position.
This too was not without
debate.
One of the biggest concerns of the SGA was that an
impeachment would put a hold
on their proceedings or cause a
rift in the organization. Eickel
agreed.
"I BUM into this meeting

knowing I could potentially
make their decision," he said.
"I would have removed myself
if it would have gone that far."
Senator Charles Shaw
agreed.
"If we do this student
government will not run aa
smoothly," he said.
Others, however, felt that it
would be more detrimental to
the student body to not investigate the matter further.
"I am sorry that an
investigation
would
be
inconvenient to you," Stacy
Fuller, student representative
to the Board of Visitors,
said. "I'm sure the rest of the
university isn't worried about
the inconvenience."
She added that censuring
without investigation is an
incomplete process.
Jones seemed to agree.
"Any delay would be caused
by the actions that transpired
last semester," Jones said.
Other senators disagreed
with impeachment because
they felt Eickel had been punished enough for his actions.
"We feel that if we have
already censured him that is
enough," Burden said.
Senator Lee Brooks agreed.
That is public humiliation
and that is a consequence," he
said.
But others say Eickel has
not felt the full repercussions
of his actions.
"If you pass this bill you're
saying what you think," Fuller
said. "Well I don't particularly
care what [the SGA] thinks and
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no one else does either. What
you think has little consideration and no consequence to
what is happening on campus.
If we are going to talk about
what you do, that is a slightU
different story. What you do, or
do not do. will matter."
Jones agreed.
"We need to look toward
action," he said, adding that
the SGA shouldn't just take a
quick and easy way out of the
situation.
Despite varying opinions.
Eickel said that he has learned
his lesson.
"I can honestly say I have
learned more from making this
mistake than I have from any
other class at JMU." he said.
Some senators, however,
are trying to take matters into
their own hands.
"I'm resigning my post as a
senator in response to this and
calling for a protest of the SGA
by other senators who disagree
with the decision to resign as
well," Brian Tynan said, adding
that he will be calling students
to sit in on meetings until the
issue is addressed again.
The Board ofVisitors may
be the next to address the issue,
as they are scheduled to meet
on Sept. 28. While they might
discuss what happened, it does
not look as though action will
be taken.
Mark Warner, senior vice
president of student affairs,
said. "The Board of Visitors
respects the tenets of student
government and would not
intervene."

Servers wanted,
come in to apply!

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Our export Kyoto chat* prepare
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tablas.

540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs.llam-IOpm tfO£DGI>&iIID
Fri&Satllam-llpm
USGHED
829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
1940s Platinum I.SOCU Diamond Ran"
VS2-Clarilyand H-Color

This Week $6,800
'All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GA Diamond Graduate
Vhil IB at "> V (,,iiil SgjHOf* Humsimhiin; or uiiiimchmejeuvin com

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Will giveaway $100 CASH
to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt
TODAY at 3:00 p.m.
Inside UREC
Need a FREE I slun ..... ua at 75 Court Square
Downtown next to Bank of America
Check ui out at rmhone.eweIrv.com
mil juin ui on I"»*»""hJcionj for even more giveaway

For all you new JMU students...YES THIS IS FOR REAL

BEAUTIFUL 18 HOLE
GOLF COURSE
INSTRUCTION

UWHSmWTpMo.

Zoth Pikhen and Volene Hopkins ol William and Mary asked Eklctl to lake his copyflghted (ompaign Web site down oft* discovering
ttveir ideas on it Tuesday night Eickel was asked lo Google his name in front ol the Senate which pulled up Hie site Eickel said he did
not know how il gol back online

DRIVING RANGE

Heritaqe Oaks

dTLshfoy

PRO SHOP

680 GARBERS CHURCH ROAD
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
540-442-6502

m~*>

reding

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FOLLOWING COLLEGE
STUDENT SPECIALS ON WEDNESDAYS
"18 HOLES WITH CART FOR $20/PLAYER (WITH COLLEGE ID)**
"RANGE BALLS $3/LARGE BUCKET (WITH COLLEGE ID)**
OFFER GOOD THROUGH DECEMBER 31,2007
Take Advantage of our J.M.U. GOLF LESSONS, only $20 with Student I.D.
instmct@heritaqeoaksqolf.com for more info

Handmade.
Fair Trade..
High Quality
Make a difference
in your world.
Shop Fair Trade

Looking for The Time
Of Your Life?
AsVibvj Crossing is
Where Life BC5H1S!
Stettin September if we will
be **ceepti>i5 Applications for the
200JJ-2009 school \\e*r.
1191 Devon LAW
H*MTisottbvir5, VA 22S01
f40-4*2-1001

www.AShbvicrossiiig.com
3 Miles from campus!
North on Rt.42, Left on Mt. Clinton Pike
540.433.4880 ~ Mon-Sat. 9:30-5

)'// off* your next purchase
il Meni»

not v.i11<I with uthei d.Hcmiius
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VaCAN: Coal fired power plants contribute to global warming GIVING:
Private
Coal is dirty when you dig it and
donations
dirty when you haul it to the
market. It's dirty when you burn
essential
it, dirty when you dispose of the

VtOW, from from
the coal from the mountains." said Hannah
Morgan, a representative from Mountain Justice
Stewards. "Strip mining is significantly more
destructive to the environment, but it takes
less people. Dominion sees it as a cost-effective
business decision and a way to need fewer
employees. Additionally, the proposed plant
would pollute the ground water, streams and air
quality of the surrounding areas."
Environmentalists and climate scientists :ilsu s.i\
that coal fired power plants are sources of acid rain and
contribute to global warming.
But in a town where one-fifth of the
population is below the poverty line, any source
of income is welcome. The student effort faces
opposition from some members of the IVIM
County community who see the plant as a muchneeded economic gain and not necessarily an
environmental loss.
"This power plant will be a big boost for the
economy," said St. Paul Mayor William J. Kiwi
"It is a permanent source of jobs for many people

ash, and it dirties up politics.
- MARLEY GREEN
tumor

5?
in the area. 11 will provide 800 construclion jobs.
75 permanent jobs a! the power plant, as well
as secretarial positions. It will enable us to give
money back to the town and the people who live

here."
Others agree with the mayor.
"Hopefully, it will create union jobs for people
in this area." says Mike Kennedy, a representative from the United Mine Workers Association in
Castlewood. "This power plant is going to be built
using clean coal. We want coal burning power plants
here."
However, Green said clean coal is an oxymoron.
"Coal is dirty when you dig it and dirty when you
haul it to the market." he said. "It's dirty when you burn
it. dirty when you dispose of the ash, and it dirties up
politics."
Green said the group spent time discussing
environmental Justin'
"We discussed how class, privilege, and race
affect society and environmentalism," he said.
'People everywhere have a responsibility to stand
with the people of Wise County who can't always
speak out because of their situation and the dependency on coal in that area. We need to work with
them in their effort to stop the destruction of their
land."
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International Exchange

^

Scholarships
Available

The Office of INTFRNATIONAl PROGRAMS

GIVING from front

want students to make the
philanthropic effort to support
something they love."
While some students may
think that their gifts are coming out of their tuition fees,
the truth is, they only cover a
portion of what it costs to run
the university. Private gifts to
support public education are
essential.
Leah Raskin, a sophomore,
plans to donate during her
remaining years at Madison.
"So far, my time at JMU has
been so rewarding, both socially
and academically," she said.
"It's important to me to give
back to those programs that
have made my experience here
the most meaningful."
Student Director David
(Vntofante is confident in the
>rogram's new direction.
"It's going to be quite a chalenge moving from a senior to
tour year campaign," he said.
"And while it is going to difficult, we're optimistic about the
future and how much this can
help the university."

offers scholarships for exchange study
at the following universities:
♦

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES:

American University of Sharjah

(STUNG 'OS, nil '09, SHOW '09)

♦

EGYPT:

Misr International University
(sntisG '08, IAII '09, snum '09)

♦ MoRcxro Al Akhawayn University of Ifrane
(I-ALL '09, sm\u '09)

♦

EGYPT:

The American University in Cairo
(HI I '09, JHUM0 '09)

>-Spring '08 scholarships still available- \ll classes taught in English-*

\p|.lit ;tlinn Deadline*:
I or ^|niii» '08 rnrolliuriil
I'or Kail '08 nirollilirrtl:
lor '•(.1111- '09 riirolliiirii

Oclulirr I '07
Krbruary I. '08
April If, '08

??Qucstions about the universities, scholarship, exchange??
l,|r-<*< ■»« * » tt.jniu.rdu/iiilrrimlintiMl/^brPHd/fnmiH.ahtiMl
o» mail uu
I 568-397!
FutUfcflg.1
p fiMigijin i* houi
U.S. ffepjitmcMof Suir.
Buic.u o( MiHtiiM a t iMiur*| ArT«in

Want to see your
name in print?
Email the
news desk at
breezenews@gmail.

on«*oi

INIf RNMIDNM

«SX«SV«SV«K^«S-«SV

iwnenlah.m
540-438-8800

EQUM. HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Ilia
Roosevelt Square

College Station

Liberty Street

Madison Manor

•4 bedrooms

•4 bedrooms

-3 bedrooms

1 2,3 & 4 bedroom

-2 bedrooms

-2 bolhs

•2 baths

1.5 baths

units

-2 private baths

-furnished

■3 level rondos

-nice bark patio

-laundry on-site

-located across from

•wosher/dryer

-walk to campus

-walk to campus

-furnished

-water included

-pool & tennis court
-on bus route

Various Houses

Hunters Ridge

The Deck House

Devon Lane

•4-7 bedrooms

Townhomes

-older homes with

-I & 2 bedroom

-3 bedrooms

many updates

apartments

-1-level

-3 full bathrooms

-All located within

-water included

-lop floor units

•3-story lownhome

2 miles of campus

•short walk to campus

(ondos&Townhomes
•4 bedrooms
-2 baths

Prices start at $225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases available.

Available for 2008-2009 School Year- Beginning October 15th (Call for more Information)
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Editor: Anno Young
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House Editorial

The defeat of scholastic
SGA's action regarding Eickel shows apathy and arrogance
and raises questions concerning integrity of organization
After a three-hour debate and the illegal use of secret-ballot voting, the Student Government Association did not accept a motion to move toward impeaching the Student Body
President Brandon Eickel. It did pass a bill of censure, stating that it did not support in part or
whole the actions taken by Eickel during his spring campaign for president.
A poll that was posted on The Breezes Web site found that of 168 students polled, 118 want
ed action taken against Eickel. But the students' wishes were disregarded, and after a tedioui
debate, the situation remains exactly the same as it was two days ago.
The bill essentially does nothing but issue a proverbial slap on the wrist for Eickel, who
plagiarized his campaign ideas from Zach Pilchen and Valerie Hopkins of the College of William and Mary.
The SGA should be ashamed for not standing up to its president and recognizing
that he committed one of the most egregious errors a representative of the student
body can make. It takes no courage to simply tell Mr. Eickel he was wrong to rip his
campaign from other students, and it is silly that the SGA thought the bill's passage would be enough to punish Eickel.
Last week, we called for the SGA to redeem itself and by taking the
harshest action possible against Mr. Eickel, as he is exempt from the
Honor Council because his plagiarism did not occur within a classroom
setting.
But the SGA let us down. By allowing Eickel to remain in office,
the SGA is condoning his actions. Words on a piece of paper are not
action. The senators who spoke out against Eickel and called for his
impeachment are to be commended. It is a shame there are not more of
these senators in office. Soon there may be even fewer, as some disgusted by Tuesday night's meeting have decided to resign from
their posts in protest.
The SGA's decision is appalling and reflects the gap between senators and their constituency. Did anyone even
bother to ask students what they felt was the appropriate
action to be taken?
And it doesn't stop there. The SGA also voted by secret ballot to allow Eickel to keep his seat, a move that is
illegal according to the Freedom of Information Act.
We are not the only ones covering this story. Members
of the William and Mary media are aware of the illegality
that occurred on Tuesday night's meeting. It is bad enough

our president disgraced himself with his actions,
but the entire SGA has now spoken for the student
body and by extension, it looks as though JMU will
stand for a president who was elected on false pretenses.
Where do we turn next? Our SGA has shown itself to
have a weak backbone in dealing with its leader. It seems now
that the only one who can take the appropriate action is Eickel
himself.
The students have a responsibility to hold
Eickel accountable and to not let this situation
fall out of the spotlight, as the SGA seems to
think we will.
If the SGA will not take a stand, Mr.
Eickel should recognize that he needs to
take matters into his own hands and resign. The longer he remains in
office, the poorer JMU looks.
Eickel is now the only one who
can begin to correct the wrongs
that have been committed by himself
and the SGA.

Check onl
thebreeze.org
for audio clips
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and pictures
from Tuesday's
Senate meeting.
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Boo on Dukes fans for poor sportsmanship
On game days, the stands are filled with students who defame other teams with derogatory remarks and show the bad side of JMU
The Saturday sun at Bridgeforth Stadium was
sweltering, and beads of sweat slid off my slimy
skin by the bucketful. Perhaps for early-season
games, we should change our old homecoming tees' jingle to "I sweat purple." Nonetheless.
I grinned broadly through my painted face as I
joined in the deafening bellow that surrounded
my front-and-center seat.
Yes, the Madison spirit lived through the humid air and I ecstatically envisioned the start of
our 2007 winning streak. My thoughts were interrupted when someone nearby me screamed
a revolting swear word that I cannot repeat in
print. It was as if the turntables at a mad-wicked
dance party were suddenly slowed to a stagnant
halt. Rather bewildered, I turned to the group of
people next to me from whence came this excruciatingly obnoxious cry.
I or the remainder of the game, my neighbors
continued to yell at the New Hampshire players
right in front of us, "Yeah, you! Number 30! You
need some water already? Huh? Huh?" One guy
had the nauseating audacity to shout exactly how
number 30 could, shall we say, "service him," before the Wildcats were beaten.
This crude cursing was utterly uncalled for.
The New Hampshire Wildcats did nothing to us
but wear a jersey that is not purple and gold. Such
a thing is not a basis for twisting an athletic event
into personal taunting.
The teams we play against are our guests (or
visitors, if you prefer the scoreboard title). My
momma raised me to take special care of guests
on my turf and welcome them during their visit.
What ever happened to our good ol' southern hospitality, even if those New Hampshire men are in
fact Yankees?
The first bullet of JML's defining characteristics is "The university will serve our state, region,
and nation..." What docs this statement tell us?
Being a Duke is not about being all locked up
in our little whirlwind of our Harrisonburg campus, but about reaching out to others outside of our
community in an effort to better their experiences.
There is no room in this statement for screaming
obscenities at the opposing team. Behavior of this
nature is disrespectful to not only the other players, but to the name of JMU.

An "every-student-deserves-aD-Hall-mug" dart to Dining Services
for only letting people with meal
plans get one of those treasured
mugs.
From a senior girl who thinks
that if we pay tuition, we should get
a mug.

A "thanks-for-your-screamingskills" dart to the freshmen standing
in front of my hall singing at 5 a.m.
on Saturday.
From a sophomore guy who
just wants to do what any normal person does that early in the
morning: sleep.

A "you-could-have-gotten-foodfor-free" dart to the person who
stole a grill and propane tank from
the largest student organization on
campus.
From an upset executive board
that is sad to say you are apart of
the JMU community.

A "so-not-cool" dart to the cop
who kicked a student out of the football game last Saturday for cheering
too loud.
From a student who thinks that
games are the time and place to
show excessive school spirit.

An "I-hope-natural-selectioneliminates-you" dart to the person
who printed countless pages in the
biology lab on Tuesday.
From an annoyed senior who
had to wait 30 minutes to print her
lab report.

An "l-never-expected-it-in-tooyears" pat to my housemates who,
en route to Blue Hole, stopped for an
impromptu dance party in a cow field.
From the newest household
member who is proud to be living
with the craziest girls on campus.

An "Excuse me,-I-paid-$172-topark-there" dart to the JMU faculty
and staff that have been parking
in the student spots in the Warsaw
Parking Deck.
From a junior who is astonished
at your disrespect

A "grow-up-already" dart to
the underage people who tried to
purchase alcohol from a cashier and
gave her attitude with a capital A
From a regular slurpee drinker
who thinks you should be thankful
the cashier didn't take your IDs.

An "I-hope-l-don't-get-hepatitis"
dart to the Festival employee who
did not wash her hands after using
the rrstroom.
From a senior health science
major who will now think twice
before eating on campus.

Like many other Dukes, my low for JMU borders on obsession. Everything about JMU, from
education to peers to activities - not to mention
food - has consistently proven to be nothing less
than outstanding. JMU truly owns a share of my
heart forever, and I am proud of the merit-filled
legacy that has been and continues to be made
here. So because of my love for my school, I refuse
to partake in this behavior that so horrendously exploits its precious name.
Last Saturday, I made a commitment to myself,
my fellow Dukes, and our future guest teams to
never "boo" the opposing team.
A fair percentage of you are probably sitting
intently reading your Breeze and scoffing, "What
does this chick think she's preaching about? It's
just a fun, harmless activity to show our support
at the game."
Regardless of what you like to tell yourself, this
boils down to a very serious respect issue. Countless faculty and students alike have toiled through
tribulations - even sweated under Saturday suns
- for many years to make and maintain JMU's
excellent name. How dare we defame something
so stalwart? I certainly cannot picture President
James Madison jumping up and down in the stands
hollering expletives or even remarks about certain
manners of "servicing."
To you who participate in this kind of behavior,
you assume that you are being some great superstar by standing up and yelling profanities at the
other team. In actuality, you are sowing seeds that
make us all look like tasteless idiots. I urge you to
examine your motivation behind demeaning the
other team. Do you have so little faith in our own
well-practiced, naturally talented Dukes that you
feel the need to ice the other team?
To those who shout and scream from the
stands, "Let's go. JMU!" and paint their entire bodies purple should not yell sloppy comments to the
other team in the name of spirit.
Ask yourself, ask your roommates, ask your
friends: are we going to boldly brave it out in the
burning heat (or freezing cold, for that matter),
and cheer our Dukes on to victory, or will we assist them in ruining their reputations as well as
our own?
Sarah Teach is a sophomare dietetics major.

Submit Darts ft Pats online at thebreeze.org, or
e-mail submissions to breezedpfhotmail.com.
forts ft Pats are submitted anonumously and are
printed on a space-available basis'Submissions are
based upon one person's opinion of a given situation,
person or event, and do not
necessarili/ reflect the truth.

Editorial Policies
Responses to all opinions
published in 77ie Breeze
are welcomed and encouraged. Letters should be no
longer than 250 words,
must include a name,
academic year, major and
phone number for verification and can be e-mailed
to breezeopiniontagmail.
com or mailed to MSC
6805 Gi, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA
22807, The Breeze reserves the right to edit all
submission tor length and
grammatical style.
Editorial Board:
Mary Frances Czarsty,
editor in chief
Evan Dyson, managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor
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Letters to the Editor

Blubbering Bush
name-calling not needed
If he can walk the walk, should we bash the talk?
Moron, imbecile, dunderhead, dunce. These are just a few of for example, has published three books of "Bush isms" which are
the words that have branded the reputation of cowboy turned nothing more than a compilation of the dumbest phrases uttered
president, George W. Bush. While Bush is undoubtedly inarticu- by our president. Comedy Central's show "Lil' Bush," which first
late, I am inclined to believe that his lack of fluency does not aired in June, stars an elementary school-aged animated version
reflect his intelligence.
of our beloved, blundering president.
If we judge a person's intellectual capacity solely on his
While the media have found criticizing Bush's intellect to be
or hers ability to manipulate language than we are the stupid profitable and we. as consumers of the media, enjoy the occaones. Though it is painful to watch the president as he stumbles sional laugh at Bush's expense, the truth of the matter is that
through speeches with as much grace as the elephant that repre- nothing good can come of it. We have nothing to gain by critiqusents his party, we should direct our criticism toward what he is ing the president on his fluency when this is something that he
saying, not how he is saying it.
apparently has little control over.
When a president dares to pose the question "is our children
Instead, we should turn our attention to issues like the war
learning?" as Bush did in 2001 in a speech given at the Radio and in Iraq, the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and illegal immiTV Correspondents Dinner, I think it is
gration which Bush does have some
understandable that the American pubcontrol over. If we had spent more time
lic asks in return "is our president and tt
criticizing Bush's decision to go to war
idiot?"
over inconclusive evidence of nuclear
I can appreciate how difficult it is to look
Despite the fact that Bush weapons in Iraq and less time compast Bush's bumbling exterior and consider
menting that he doesn't know how to
struggles to put together a pronounce the word 'nuclear,' maybe
that he may be an intelligent and capable
leader, but no matter how challenging it
our
could have avoided the Iraq
coherent sentence and trips war nation
may be, it is necessary to entertain this posdebacle.
sibility. After all, there have been plenty of
As a matter of fact, it is a definite
over words of more than
intelligent people who have had difficultypossibility that Bush's tendency to stick
three
syllables,
we
can't
using language fluently. In fact, Albert Einto his policies even when all objective
stein, the epitome of intelligent thought,
indicates that it's time for a
jump to conclusions that he is evidence
struggled through school as the result of his
change stems from his desire to prove
dyslexia.
to the American people that he is not as
incompetent.
Bush is not the first president to showstupid as he sounds.
language deficiencies. President WoodAs responsible citizens, it is our duty
-55
row Wilson, who to this day remains the
to question our leaders and call them out
only president to hold a doctoral degree,
if they are behaving irresponsibly or imalso happened to have dyslexia.
morally. Last time I checked, however,
Therefore, despite the fact that Bush struggles to put togeth- being a good citizen did not require that we turn into bullies.
er a coherent sentence and trips over words consisting of more
Yes, President Bush has desecrated the English language,
than three syllables, we cannot jump (o the conclusion that he but he has not done so by choice and ridiculing him for it is just
is incompetent. Instead, we must closely examine his speeches cruel. What should concern us is not that he has made a mockery
and his policies to determine whether or not he is an effective of our language but that he has made a mockery of our foreign
leader.
policy. We should criticize the president, it is a necessary part of
Unfortunately, the media have discovered that they can capi- democracy, but only if that criticism is constructive. I'm pretty
talize on Bush's stupidity' and have served to perpetuate this sure name-calling doesn't apply.
stereotypical image of our president. Author Jacob Weisberg,
Caroline Carter is junior SMAD and psychology major.

The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board,
and is not necessarily the opinion of any individual staff member of "The Breeze.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or James Madison University.
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Register to win great prizes at Godwin Field
At season's end, one lucky fan will win a 32" Toshiba TV and HD DVD
player, and a Yamaha Sound Projector and powered subwoofer. Visit
our tent at the Godwin Field to register and see the sweepstakes rules.
A limited supply of T-shirts available at each home game. Get spotted
wearing one and you could win a *25 gift card.

GOING ON NOW AT OUR STORE

September 1-16

Hantaoflburg Cloverteaf Shopping Center, 109 S. Carton St ■ (540) 434-1000

Pickup or Delivery Specials
(540) 432-0200
1762 South Main Street
minimum delivery $8.50

Pick-up Specials
X-Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
i
] X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $6.99 '
, X-Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99 ,
1

Delivery Specjajs
' Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
] Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99
, Large 3 Topping Pizza $8.99

SGA hos chance lo redeem itself
In light of the controversy
surrounding the integrity of
Brandon Eickel's campaign. I
have opinions that are not so
clear-cut among my peers.
If Eickel took his campaign
ideas directly from another
source and took credit for them,
he should not be allowed to stay
in office. Every senior in college
knows about plagiarism, the
severity of punishment for it,
and how to avoid it. Ignorance
of plagiarism is not an excuse.
If somehow the similarities are
a cosmic coincidence, then I
think the student body deserves
a better explanation from
Eickel himself as well as refined
election standards to deal with
similar events in the future.
However, this controversy
provides a unique opportunity
for the Student Government
Association to make itself more
transparent and useful to the
student body. There is a popular
perception across campus that
SGA operates to serve its own
interests and pad its participants' resumes. While I don't
think that, I believe that it is the
responsibility of SGA to educate
and inform students of its operations. If it doesn't seem that students get it or care about it, SGA
should try harder. Two years in
a row of unopposed elections to
SGA offices is not the fault of a
disinterested student body, but
an uninspired one.
SGA should invigorate this
campus and inspire students to
"be the change." The only way
to do this is to lead by example.
The current example set is unremarkable, plagiarism and all.

With the beginning of the
school year comes football, probably one of the best things about
JMU in the fall. Everyone knows
that us Dukes are known for our
pride and enthusiasm when it
comes to cheering on our team.
There is one thing that makes
every football game complete: a
sea of purple and gold streamers. What many don't know is
that having these streamers is a
privilege, not a right.
The streamers are a part of
JMU tradition, dating back to

CRUTCHFIELD
Anthony's Campus Pizza

Timothy Johnson
sophomore, justice studies

Streamers are scored at games

off original prices on Outlet stock
and Scratch & Dent items

The one & only

I have some qualms with
this past Monday's front page
article, "Results of new study
hard to swallow."
I cannot help but feel the
placement of the article reflects
very negatively on JMU. Sexual
topics are clearly important to
young adults in college, but I
believe for The Breeze to place
the article as the primary news
story is inappropriate. TTie
article's placement is suggestive that JMU is STD-infested
and highly sexual. I believe if
the article was put on another
page, the information would get
across the student body, yet also
preserve JMU's reputation as a
primarily academic school.
Also, I can not help but feel
that some students who were
quoted in the article, as well
as many I spoke to who had
also read it, did not grasp the
real issue being explained. The
article described the contraction of HPV being the cause of
the throat cancer, not just the
acts of fellatio and cunnilingus.
Bndorphins are known to possibly prevent cancer, but they
will more than likely not prevent HPV, which is what could
cause cancer over time. Also,
the different numbers of sexual
partners increases your chances
of contracting an STD unless
you're screening everyone prior
to sexual activity.

Kevin Elliker
senior, ISS and history
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Saveup.to50%
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glory days of basketball when
toilet paper was thrown onto
the floor after the first basket in
Godwin Hall. Many years ago,
that tradition was shut down
and unfortunately, our purple
and gold streamers could meet
the same fate. Last year, the
JMU administration received
several official complaints from
some opposing teams' coaches
about streamers being thrown
at coaches and players. Our administration has an obligation
to provide a safe environment
to visiting teams and this could
mean banning streamers from
upcoming football games.
At Saturday's game, I saw
many streamers fly over the
fence and now I'm asking that
as a student body, we rise above
and refrain from such conduct.
I want to come back here in 10
years and see a sea of purple
and gold streamers fill the sky
as our Dukes take the field.
Meghan McCormick
senior, communications
studies and music industry
Game transportation needed
As an alum who was invited
back for my 25th reunion and
the football game, I could not
figure out where to park. I
eventually dropped the wife and
kids off near the stadium, and
I waited in the R-3 parking lot
for a bus to the stadium. After
about 10 minutes, a bus came
and dropped me off at Chandler
Hall. The driver assured me that
a return bus back up the hill to
the R-3 lot would be available
after the game.
Unfortunately, that bus
never showed and after some
waiting students called a cab, I
started hoofing it. By the way,
when did Madison become
the Manhattan of the south?
The many cabbies trolling the
streets makes the campus look
creepy and unkempt.
Is there no JMU internal
transportation system? Why is
there no parking lot shuttle service for the football games? If I
have to walk everywhere, they
should nut run out of bottled
water for sale at the game. But
that's a gripe for another day.
JMU certainly has changed
over the past 30 years. Infrastructure and services have obviously failed to keep pace with
the 15,000 students, alumni
and members of the local community that may descend on the
campus on any given weekend.
Next time I come, and it
won't be anytime soon, I think
I'll take a cab.
Ed Nicely, alum '82
Bush odministration's actions
Although much of the foreign policy fanfare and media
coverage has most recently been
focused on the military situation
in Iraq, the growing importance
of the collaborative campaign in
Afghanistan simply can not be
sacrificed in the context of the
Bush administration's foreign
policy prioritization. Highlighted
by the alarming opium cultivation yields as evidenced in the
most recent United Nations
illicit narcotics report, Taliban
resurgence in southern and
eastern Afghanistan, where U.S.
and NATO forces maintain an
active presence, jeopardizes the
stability of Afghanistan.
Having reached a pivotal
point, the coordinated efforts
between Afghanistan and the
United States begs for effective
strategies to deal with security
Issues that will haw long-term,
widespread consequences.
Accordingly, it is impossible to
overstate the tact that the Bush
administration's military excursion in Afghanistan ought not to
be neglected as far as progressive,
effective and scrutinous foreign
policy decision-making goes.
Maseh Zarif, alum '05
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What's going on
around here?

• Sawhill Gall.ry
The American Institute of
Graphic Arts presents 50
books/50 covers Sept. 10-29.
The exhibition features the
best in book design and production as well as book covers.

*S

music
• Pops Com«rt

On Sept. 29 at the Convocation Center as part of Family
Weekend, vorious JMU bands
will perform at 8:30 p.m.. To
purchase tickets go to jmu.
edu/parents.

• 'MonlMirtof
Vonin'
Shakespeare's classic play
will be performed Sept. 18
through the 22. The show
will be at 8 p.m. in Theatre
II at 8 p.m. Also there will be
an additional performance at
midnight Sept. 21.

r

•

Whatth.
ButUr Saw'

The first mainstage performance of the year will be Oct.
2 through 6. This mystery/
comedy is $10 for general
audience and S8 for JAC Card
holders. The performance is
in Latimer-Schoeffer theatre
at 8 p.m..

'Burg:,:
# Farmer's Market
The Harrisonburg Farmer's
Market will be in the municipal lot on Liberty Street across
from The Daily Hem-Record
Saturday. Featured products
will include baked goods,
free-range eggs and meats,
bedding and nursery plants
and more. Hours ore 7 a.m.
until I p.m..
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WXJM kicks off semester with TDU concert tonight
time that truly deserve it but is otherwise
unavailable to them on major stations.
"It's cool to put a lot of time and effort into something you love," Phillips
said. "If you like good music, then WXJM
is the right place to go. It's all good people
with a common interest in music..and
we're fun!"
The show tonight promises to be full
of energy as Phillips with the band, the
Catalyst, of Richmond, attacking a sound
similar to Led Zepplin and Nirvana and
sporting a grunge, punk style that will
satisfy any loud rock fan. The band has already toured the U.S. twice, has released
records with both Robotic Empire and
the Perpetual Motion Machine labels and
released "Marianas Trench" within the
past month.

Student-run radio station
hopes to get new support

arts

www.thebreeze.org

IY JESS NOVAK

WXJM. JMU's student-run radio station, will kick off the semester with its
first event of the year at TDU tonight at 7
p.m. The show will feature the bands Antlers, the Catalyst, Shapiro and Bantam
Draper. But there is more to WXJM than
free shows and fun people — it's about the
music.
The station's General Manager, junior
Amanda Phillips, described the station's
philosophy as a way of giving artists air-

Kanye's new
album looks
to top charts

Antlers is a new lively band from
Washington, DC. with catchy and complex music using odd time signatures and
beautiful riffs. I"heir demo CD was just
released and they will continue touring
the east coast with the Cataylst following
their Harrisonburg debut.
Also expect piano-pop similar to the
style of Ben Folds or David Bowie from
Shapiro and Bantam Draper will be delivering a heavy, grunge-pop set, so there is
a little bit of something for everyone.
"Going to a WXJM show is a great way
to meet different people at JMU," Programming Director, junior Sarah Delia,
said. "It's an awesome way to be exposed
to new music and see what other people
are doing in the 'burg."
It's also just the beginning of a very

active year for WXJM. Senior Tim Skirven of WXJM's Big F.vents division has
already booked other artists for the station including Astronaulilus. Meneguar
and Valkyrie. Skin-en and teammate senior Dave Prater1! Job Inrlndai working
with the other parts of WXJM to coordinate events by contacting bands, working
out the details of shows and completing
the paperwork following it.
So, why should people attend WXJM
events?
"Open your eyes, open your ears, .mil
open your mind," Skirven said. "You never know about something until you try it
and it's free, so you have no excuse not
to come."
IM WXJM, pip
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Upcoming
Events

'Graduation' introduces
more diverse side of artist

9/13-Tony
Trischka's Double
Banjo Bluegross
Spectacular Tour

8Y JESS NOVAK
MnwwritiT

"Good morning/On this day we become
legendary."
Record sales will decide who becomes
the legend at the end of this battle, but
Kanye West has a decent shot at living up
to the lyrics of the first song on his album,
Graduation, released, Sept.u, the same
day as 50 Cent's latest album, Curtis.
While West can be predictable at times,
spitting lyrics about his fresh style and rapping a song entitled "Champion" without a
hint of embarrassment
at his lack of modesty, Graduation
he can pull it off. The
album is diverse, catchy »»••
and features guest ap- KanyrWat
pearances from the likes Released Sept. 11
of Mos Def, T-Pain and
Chris Martin of Coldplay.
West also manages to delner his well-known
arrogance in the best possibk' and admittedly
clever ways, such as the lyrics in "Everylhing 1
Got" demonstrate: "And Tm back to tear it up/
Haters start >"our engines up/1 hear 'em gearin'
u 11/1'<< >piY talk so much »*** about mc at barbershops^Ihey forget to get their haircut"
But there's more to the album than
West singing about what he knows best
(how great West is), as there are even a few
unexpected moments of modesty and selfreflection throughout the album.
Kanye sings, "Now everything I'm not,
made me everything I am...Ill never be
picture-perfect Beyonce/Be light as Albi
or black as Chonce/Remember him from
blackish/He was as black as the street was/
I'll never be as laid back as his beat was."
Hie album also features party-starters like the already huge "Stronger," a jam
too big for computer speakers, the surprisingly addicting "Flashing lights." and the
war-themed choral tune The Glory," a song
somewhat reminiscent of The College Dropout's "Never Let Me Down."
While West is has been bashed by critics for
his self-centered attitude, his diversity in lyrics
concerning himself on one end of the spectrum
and issues like those approached in "Diamonds
from Sierra I^one," "Jesus Walks," and now
The Glory," on the other hand at the very least
make him an interesting artist and add another
dimension to his music.
While other artists recycle the same
themes and even the same lyrics about snapping fingers, girls on poles, sex, drugs arid
money, West typically tends to deliver more.
This is not to say he completely avoids lyrics
like. "Welcome to the good life/Where we
like the girls who ain't on TV/Cause they got
more a'* than the modcls/Ihc good life, so
keep it coming with the bottles." but at least
their delivery is more interesting and not surrounded l>y la other songs harping on the
same theme.
West is never boring and is always
reinventing himself and his music. So to
answer your own question Kanye, "Do anybody make real s*** anymore?"

9/14-16-"Once"
9/21 -"Pirates of
the Caribbean - Curse
of the Black Pearl"
(The premiere of $5
Fridays)
9/22-Jane Franklin
dance performance
9/23 - Dimanche
Brunch with the
Joshuo Wilton House.
This is a great date
opportunity: S30 per
person for a French
meal at Joshua
Wilton house and film
"Paris Je T'aime."

The theater hosts a Latin Film Festival
in October, an event that Spanish professor K.mil.1 Kline-Gabel promotes Along
with teaching, Gabel is the head of programming at the theater.
Junior Kristen Anderson attended the
film "Havana Nights" during last \t.u s
BY LAURA BECKER
festival. She was surprised at the turnout
(orrtnWitifl write*
and remembers not finding a seat in the
center rows despite showing up early.
Move over. Regal Cinemas. It's time to
"I'd go back to see another Spanish
shine the spotlight on a hidden treasure of film, because I'm not taking any Spanish
Harrisonburg - downtown's Court Square classes and it would be a good way to keep
Theater. Offering more than just films, the up with the language and throw myself
theater showcases musical artists, dance into that culture," Anderson said.
troupes, plays and children's programs.
Other examples of the theater reflectAlong with the many different artists ing the community's interests arc the bluebrought to Harrisonburg, independent and grass performances which are featured
foreign films are featured at the theater.
once a month, and the children's PlaySenior Drew Nassengill has seen the house Theater, which occurs every spring
films "Grizzly Man" and "The Science of and is put on by JMU theater students.
Sleep" at the theater. He is a member of
Junior Rebecca Poppatterxtcd Hansel and
JMU's film club, Cinemuse, which sup- Gretel in 06 during the Playhouse and was
ports the venue.
pleased by the theater's okl-fashioned style.
"TTie attributes of theater are great
'Huts what made tlie SIKIW—the atmo— it's eclectic, (and an] intimate setting," sphere," she said. "1 love when you come in [to
Nassengill said.
the theater] and they liavc the [oU-fashioned)
Once the location of The Rockingham refreshinent stand. 'Ihey keep it to style."
Motor Company, the theater shares the
Though Popp hasn't been back to the
same building as tally's Restaurant and theater since, she cited money as the only
BrewingCo. (formerly known as Calhoun's), issue keeping her away.
located in Court Square off of Main Street.
"I'm not willing to spend the money,
Roughly a year after the theater's opening but all the things there interest me," she
in '99, several members of the community said.
formed the Art Council of Harrisonburg to
TTie prices differ for each kind of event.
take over the theater's operations.
Last year the theater charged $20 for a
Business manager Tina Owens de- John Jorgenson concert. TTie money was a
scribes the theater as a reflection of the small price to pay for guitar fans to see the
diversity of the ater.
internationally acclaimed artist who has
"We try to bring things in that are popular to the town." Owens said.
McCST.ptftlO

Court Square Theater
brings entertainment to
the 'Burg community

WM SMWHRlDr/florl *h*f o»U
Located in Court Square, off S Main Street. Court Squore Theater hoi boon entertaining the Harrisonburg community for years with shows and movie;

Yes. You do.

• County Fair
Rockingham County will have
its annual Fall Festival on
Saturday. The fun begins for
breakfast at 7:30 a.m. and

MTV gambled with VMAs — did it win?
The move to Las Vegas ended up in cramped concerts, bad jokes and Britney

will continue untill :30 p.m.
Events will include auctions,
food, arts and crafts, plants
and much more. The event is
sponsored by the Bridgewoter
Home Auxiliary.

Send us events at
breezeorts@gmail.com

BY JOHN MKH«L TR1ANA
contributing writ*

What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas, right? That seems to be the case for
this year's MTV Video Music Awards.
The show aired live on Sept. 9 from the
Palms Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas
for one time, and one time only.
In the past, MTV has been known
for constantly re-playing the outrageous awards show. However, this
year is a bit different. The re-runs of
this year's show are being remixed by
viewer input, so every time it re-airs, it
includes footage picked by viewers.
This year's show certainly had its
memorable moments, but was it a suc-

cess? Differing opinions have been
flooding the ranks across the country.
The idea for this year's show was to give
the Palms Hotel and Casino a "make
over" — MTV style.
"We may not own Las Vegas yet, but
for one weekend the VMAs will rock
this town," MTV President Christina
Norman said before the show.
This year's show tried to create
memorable experiences by having performances all along the famous strip, at
locations like Club Rain, Beacon Theatre and the Playboy Suites.
The celebrity suite parties turned
out to not be as groundbreaking and
successful as MTV had hoped. The terrible acoustics and packed crowd made

it difficult for the performances to fully
suceed. The collaborations were unique
but a little much; there was too much
talent on stage at once to really make
it work. Many people love hip-hop, but
having T.I, 50 Cent, Justin Tunberlake
and Timbaland all on the mic at once
was a little chaotic and hard to follow.
On a better note, there were still
some great performance to talk about,
but first we have to discuss "you know
who." Britney Spears' opening performance at the Beacon Theatre was weak.
She just didn't have her old moves or
presence on stage.
Chris Brown's performance of "Wall
(MMTTpoftiO
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MTV: The good, the bad and the overly dramatic CST: Theater full of culture
MTV bin pop 9

to Wall" and then his cover of Michael Jackson's "Bilhe Jean" received high praise from the crowd.
I k* crushed his dance routine and
showed the world "the new generation," as Tinibertake said. Rihanna's
ix-rformance of "Umbrella" was
marvelous like always.
Timbaland acted as "Maestro," working the soundhoards and dropping beats all
night as the YMA's musical
director. His intro into Linkin
Park's latest hit, "Bleed It Out"
at Club Rain, was a pleasant
surprise, along with the light-

ing equipment.
However, the best performance of the night, by far. was
the triple threat collaboration
between Justin Timherlake,
Timbaland, and Nelly Pmtado.
I' u 11 .nit i started off with her hit
*Do It," then Timbaland went
into The Way I Are" with Keri
Hilson. Finally, Timbertake
upped the ante by going into
'LoveStoned" and tearing up
the stage with his renowned
dance moves.
While the performances made the show (excluding
the opening act), a factor that

brought the VMAs down was
the fact there was no host besides an opening by Sarah Silverman. She tried to be funny
by making fun of people in the
crowd and then ended up being
extremely vulgar and inappropriate.
Finally, what is a good award
show without some drama? MTV
promised to "blow the roof offThc
Palms," but that was not the case.
The roof wasn't blown off, but Kid
Rock's temper definitely blew up.
Tommy Lee provoked Rock with
some choice words when he went
over to Lee's table, which ended

up in a physical altercation that
led to them being escorted out of
the show. Ah, the drama. S o ,
did MTV try a little too hard to
make this year's VMAs an extravagant, unforgettable event?
It seems that throwing a bunch of
the year's hottest celebrities into
packed suites and giving them
microphones doesn't always cut
it Lite in I-is Vegas is always a
roll of the dice, so maybe MTV
should stick with performances
like Nelly Furtado's or Chris
Brown's in an ordinary venue
because in the end was it really
worth the gamble?

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT*
HEADLIGHT TO TAILPIPE REPAIRS
FOR ALL DOMESTIC & IMPORT VEHICLES
As a way to introduce our shop to you, we will be giving a
free "Maintenance Special" (i.e., oil change with extras, a
$32.95 value) to one student per day, for the next two
months, starting September 17th. To qualify, you must
be a new customer. We will choose the name of the
winner each morning from those students who are

CSUomPH*9
collaborated with Elton John.
Billy Joel and Sting.
Other artists featured at
the theater include Peter Owen
and Tony Rice, Johnny Winter
(who played at Woodstock), The
Hackensaw Boys and the Count
Basie Orchestra, Though Owens
has seen many events at the theater, she especially loved seeing
the Count Basie Orchestra.
The leader |of the bandj actually played with Count Basic. There's
so much legacy there. [ lt| was really
special to be a part of that."
Owens said the hardest part
of her job "is rinding enough

time in the day to get everything
done to have the show happen
successfully."
Audiences are mostly made
up of families and older members of the community, but the
Art Council tries to reach out to
younger crowds too. They are
starting a new film event for
teenagers called "$5 Fridays."
"We try to have a little bit of
something for everyone," Owens said.
Nassengill further drover her
point home in saying, "You can
go hear a bluegrass performer
[there] and you can also go see
[films by] Michael Moore."

WXJM: Concert kick-off
WXJM, from**! 9

That's what WXJM is all
about: opening ears, eyes and
minds. In addition to entertaining the JMU campus with various shows and events, promoting independent music through
the airwaves, members of the
station will also be traveling to
New York City in October to
represent JMU at College Music
Journal (CMJ), a college music
festival featuring many of the
bands heard on WXJM.

It's an exciting time for music as industry changes with
the advances in technology like
MySpace, making the world an
easy place to navigate for underrepresented artists.
When asked what you can
expect from the show Phillips
smiled and answered, "It's fun,
you can hang out and there
just may be a little bit of ridiculousness," she said. "You
never know what to expect with
WXJM."

scheduled for that day. Because we're a full-service
repair shop, you need to call a couple of days ahead to
schedule a day to bring your vehicle in. When you call,
tell us you want the "Student Maintenance Special." That
will help us ensure we don't miss your eligibility.

SHENANDOAH AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE CENTER, INC
AUTOIVIOmVE
EXCELLENCE

1930 ERICKSON AVE
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

434-8191

C Approved
Auto Repair

"Cannot be used with other discounts, advertised specials, or State Inspection Fees
•Reduced to 8% When Parents Make Payments by Phone

JACards

are now accepted at

Part of

DM

UCryd

Grocery shopping is now easier than ever with the
James Madison University JACard and MARTIN'S.
2035 East Market St., Harrisonburg VA
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Madison Keying in on VMI Keydets
BY HM CHAPMAH
iporhtdit»
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Since 1839, the nation's oldest state military
college has prospered about an hour southwest, in
Lexington, Va. The Virginia Military Institute has
prepared students for life after schooling through
academics, military training and organized intercollegiate athletics beginning with the school's first
football team in 1891.
Despite not having a winning season since 1981,
Keydet football still prides itself on one simple word
that not only defines its athletes, but every cadet at
VMI: discipline.
And discipline is something JMU will need to
embrace as it prepares this week for an opponent
that was outscored 63-16 last week against William
& Mary.
Madison coach Mickey Matthews vows that his
team isn't taking this game lightly, even though the

Dukes handled the Keydets 45-7 last year.
"We take the approach that you only get to play
11 times, this is a chance to play, so we're gonna take
advantage of it," Matthews said. "Some teams are
better than others, but we have a lot of respect for
(VMI) Coach [Jim] Reid and the job he does with his
program."
In order to not slip up and lose to Reid's weaker
team, Madison will need to stay focused on defense
and hunker down against a deceptive Wishbone Offense.
The run-heavy offense features three backs lined
up behind the quarterback, who can fake numerous
handoffs in a short amount of time. It is also an ideal
formation for running the option to either side of the
field.
"It's just deceptive; you don't know where the
ball's at," said JMU senior defensive end Hassan Abdul-Wahid. "You just basically got to key in on your
guy and your responsibility and make sure you get

Football
StfcriVr

VMIat.lMl'
6 p.m.
Showker Field/
Bridtcfanh Sodium

to the ball."
It will be up to Abdul-Wahid and the front four to
get the initial pressure on VMI sophomore quarterback Joey Robinson. Robinson will be looking to run.
which could be a tough adjustment for Madison's
young defense after having to defend against a true
pocket-passer in New Hampshire's Ricky Santos.
In their first two gaim-s. the Kcvclets attempted
on ly ton passes compared to 117 rushes. In last year's
meeting, the Dukes stuffed the run so well that Reid's
team needed to pass the ball 13 times and actually
gained more through the air.
Matthews should feel good about his team's defense, though, as they noticeably improved from the
UNI' game and New Hampshire. Madison gave up only
79 rushing yards to the Wildcats, and despite giving up
353 passing yards they did get two interceptions OB ittl
year's Walter Payton Award winner, Santos.

Lowry looking for redemption
timmmm

»iaHt«IH»ffi»dtot

James Madison senior forward Annie Lowry
is enjoying the Dukes' first 5-0 start one year after starting the season 0-5. Madison travels for
its sixth contest Friday at Penn State - one of
the main schools that competed with JMU for
Pennsylvania native Lowiy and her commitment. So how did she get here?
"I was actually planning on going to Penn
State." lowry said. "[Then I) came down here,
saw the campus, met the girls and I was sold."
Growing up in Pennsylvania, she played for
the Olympic Development Program of Pennsylvania in addition to her high school team. Lowry
started her JMU career as a freshman in the fall
of 2004, and has won all-conference honors her
last two seasons.
The Dukes have not won a conference title
since 2002, and last year Madison fell just short
of the CAA crown in the championship game.
Last season's disappointment was an excruciat-

ing loss to ODU in double overtime.
"We had so many injuries in the beginning
of the year [and] we were 0-5, the exact opposite
of this year," Lowry said. "Players [were] playing
in different positions, we were all out of alignment. We came in and we knew we had to win
seven out of our last eight games — we did that.
To come that close and not get it was very bittersweet."
Lowry had eight goals and six assists for the
Dukes last year, and is joined by Kim my Germain
and Teri Maykoski as all-conference veterans
on a JMU squad that is loaded with depth. This
season's version of the Dukes has the experience
to deal with adversity and the bench players to
surprise opponents with different looks.
"It's not just our starting 11 who are going
out and getting the job done," Lowry said. "A lot
of people are scoring off the bench, and that's
one of our strengths."
Madison's depth addresses the problem injuries can present. Lowry has experience with
those; two years ago she tore her Anterior Cruci-

ate Ligament in a collision and missed the beginning of the 2006 season as a result. It has only
intensified her competitiveness on the field.
When asked if she ever flashes back to the
memory of that incident, Lowry said, "If you
think about it like that, then you are going to get
hurt again. So the way I think about it is go in as
hard as you can and things will happen as they
happen."
Lomry competed in basketball, tennis,
swimming and dance before she gave them
all up for the pitch. Now she has one year to
fulfill her goals at the collegiate level, and she
feels confident that a CAA championship is
within reach.
In addition to her athletic accomplishments, Lowry was recognized in 2007 as JMU's
Female Scholar Athlete of the Year. This year
she would like to help Madison accomplish its
team goals.
"Things bounce your way sometimes, and
sometimes they don't," Lowry said. "So this year
we're going to make it bounce our way."

unrriusMvVftiNh
Senior midfielder tiiilon Murray will get his 6M1 straight
itort on Friday night wden JMU rakes on Hortford.

Murray durable
for Madison
8YJACK MCAUIEY
(ontnbuling writer

Tristan Murray has started every gaimduring his JMU men'i loccef career, totaling
59 straight appearances. However, the sta
tUtJci bale his value to the Dukes over that
time.
"I just try to work hard and do the things
that I can do to be successful," Murray said.
"I'm the captain so I guess I bring leadership
and try to set the example for how I think
guys should act."
This leadership isn't evident in the box
score, where it shows that Murray notched
only three goals and six assists in his three
Jrelfl with the Pukes. But it shows in the extra hills he runs at the end of practice, his
((instant communication and support during
the games, and his actions off the field.
Nothing could overshadow what Murray
does in the classroom He earned the CAA
Conference Commissioner's academic award
three years in a row, the JMU Athletic Dim
tor Scholar-Athlete award twice and the Arthur Ashe Jr. Sports Scholar first team one
year. But Murray hopes his future lies in soccer.
"I want to play pro," Murray said. "First
here |in Major League Soccer], then hopefully overseas."
The idea of playing soccer in a foreign
country doesn't bother Murray since he does
that every day at JMU. Originally from Brampton, Ontario, a soccer tournament in Canada
allowed Coach Tom Martin to see Murray in

\
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What's up. JMU?

We had a huge win this past weekend over New
Hampshire, the #5 team in the country. We also
played very well as a team but we still know that
there are a lot of things that we need to work on.
The offense really took over in the second half and
benefited from a couple of turnovers that the defense
forced. I feel that Rodney landers really showed
everyone how exciting this offense can be and also
what he is capable of doing throughout the whole
year. Defensively, we were led by Justin Barnes, who
was also named the national and CAA player of the
week, for his 19-tackle performance. Altogether it
was a great weekend for JMU and hopefully that will
continue this week when we play VMI. This game
is a little later in the afternoon so we hope to get
another good turnout from fans.
See Vail Saturday,
Tony LeZotte
Athletic Correspondent
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Tony is a four-year starter at free safety, three-time
Ail-American and three-time All-CAA, with a majur
in kinesiology and minor in sports management.
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Well, it looks like the Bachelor is back in the hunt after a slow start, but last week's guest, Susan, really
gave the panel a shock with 10 wins. Can we really be surprised that K-Fisli is in last place? Uh...No!
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VMI: Dukes prepare for
non-conference opponent

Murray: Senior captain leads young squad
WlluW, front pep II

Murray in action. At another
tournament in Bethesda, Maryland Martin signed his captain.
"Here is a lot different than
back home," Murray said. "Back
home there is a lot of diversity
and there's no diversity here. I
am used to people of all different
races, colors, ethnic backgrounds
and here it was different — a culture shock."
Regardless, JMU provided a
place for Tristan to do what he
loves — play soccer. His performance as a freshman with the
Dukes opened another door for

VMI. from poae II

"It's very difficult to go from them throw- 1 mean a home game is a home game."
ing it basically every down to go to the wishOffensively the Dukes will be without sebone." Matthews said of this week's defensive nior tailback Eugene Holloman who suffered
adjustments. "It just takes a lot of prepara- a separated shoulder in week one against
tion, you got to slow your
UNC. Fellow senior Antodrtrnsivr lin.'down."
inne Bolton is expected to
66
The defensive line may
. .
,
,
,
split carries with redshirt
be without its anchor, seIt JUSt takeS O lOt 01
f"»hnian Jamal Sullivan.
nior defensive tackle John
..
, Junior quarterback RodBaranowsky, who is quespreparation, you got ney unders wui ,,i.-.„ I™*
tionable with a sore ankle.
,0 move ,ne ch ins wi,n his
to
vnur inofonto
* for 128
iu dm
MOW your
.rise itgt after ^^^
Last week's Colonial Athletic Association co-deyards and two scores last
down.
fensive player of the week,
week.
Justin Barnes, is also day- MICKEY MATTHEWS
Coach
Matthews
to-day with ankle problems
.'.VIII CMKll
praised his new starter
Barnes totaled 19 tackles to ^
and the improvement he
gamer the award.
99 showed in the second game
Sophomore defensive
of the season.
end .ID Skolnitsky is confident that who"Rodney improved very dramatically
ever takes the field will understand the im- during the game, when he started playing
portance of playing all-out against VMI.
with some confidence that he could make
"Just the fact that you don't want to be plays and throw some balls," Matthews said.
at home and come up with a loss against a "He's gonna improve all season."
lesser opponent," Skolnitsky said. "So you
Kickoff is at 6:00 p.m. Saturday under
want to do your best no matter who it is, and the lights at Bridgeforth Stadium.

him in December 2004, when Murray was invited to play for the under-20 Canadian National
team, including a game
against
the
United States.
"That was
a great experience," Tristan
said. "It was
real fun, I
learned a lot,
Murray
and it brought
me along with my soccer career."

Aside from soccer, Murray
has many passions to help him
get time away from the game.
Salmon is his food of choice, a
meal he would love to have with
French soccer star Zinedine Zidane. He also enjoys reading
and says that his favorite book is
Keent, an autobiography by Irish
soccer player Roy Keene.
But Murray said that he is
most comfortable on the soccer
field with his teammates. To the
Canadian-born Duke, the football pitch 566 miles from home is
his true getaway.

Check out Ryan Kerr's fantasy football
preview online at thebreeze.org
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Welcome Back!

JMU Special

1/2 off ANY Reading

lllll«Mull»KII(JIK«(l»ITIl
All Undines Are r>ritjte
and Cenridential
Specializes in Reuniting Levers. Causes Happy
And Speedy Marriages, Gives Guidance To All
Career lecsians In Matters Of HeaWi

WWW.MISSIO-DEI.US
WWW.HBCALIVE.ORG

501 SOUTH MAIN STREET

$10 off any reading with this ad
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
(540) 560-3326
55 E. Market Sired. Hirriseikurf • Walk-las Welcoae
I FREE Question br Phone 9am to 9pm'
sssssssssassi^s^^

rocktown yarns

Hew dc ycu want to be remembered at JHL?
Judicial Summary: 7/1/2006 - 6/30/2007

Specializing in Natural Fibers for
Knitting, Crocheting, & Spinning

On-Campus Summary
Most Frequent Violations by Type
Hull/ion
Alcohol
NonComplnnce with an Official Request
Destruction of Property
Disorderly Conduct
Failure to Comply with a Disciplinary Decision
Dangerous Practices
Responsibility lor Guests
Projectiles
Unauthorized Use or University Property or
Falsification of Official Information
Theft
Personal Abuse
Unauthorized Entry
Obscene Conduct
Weapons
Trespass
Fire Suppression/Detection Equipment
Smoking
Violence to Persons
Harassment
Sexual Assault
Newman Lake
Computer Misuse
Parking
Uttenng

Most Frequent Sanctions by Type

Fall

Spring

410
SO
30
24
23

328
63
18
17
34
15
18
1
8
8
8
11
S
6
2
1
5
3
13
2
1
1
1
2
1
823

It

17
14
11
11
8
8
7

•

e
6
5
5
5
3
3
1
1
0
0
702

Sanction

Fall

Sprint

Probation
By the Numbers Workshop
Conditional Sanction
Values Workshop
CrvK Learning Program
Restitution
Civic ResponsCHrty
Judicial Fine
Back on Track Program
Held in Abeyance
BASICS Assessment
Anger Management
Recommendation
Meeting
Suspended from Housing
Suspended from University
Sexual Offenders Program
Violation Reduced
CSDC Administrative
Expelled From Housing

821
280
70
2

421
202
S3
28
28
11

e
2
0
6
4
8
8

•
8

s

7
12
1
S
8
1
4
1
1
1
2
802

•
7
7
4
2
1
1
0
0
1128

Most Frequent Violations by Type
/.'„//
293

NonComplience with an Official Request
Drugs

18
a
318

115 W Water St.
Downtown Harrisonburg

540/437-0411

Tues. 11-7:30, Wed. Thurs. 11-6, Fri. 11-5, Sat. 10-4
assssssss-ya^^

_[

email us at
breezesports
@hotmail.com
THE BREEZE IS HIRING!

Off-Campus Summary
I iolaliim
Alcohol

New Fall / Winter Class Schedule
Coming Soon at rocktownyarns.com

Most Frequent Sanctions by Type
Spring

Sanction

Fall Spring

138

Probation

272

87

4
7
148

By the Numbers Workshop
Conditional Sanction

99
40

18
33

Calling the Shots Program

17

14

BASICS Assessment

8

2

Learning Program

7

S

Back on Track Program

8

2

Suspended from University

5

1

Recommendation

1

0

Values Workshop

1

0

Held in Abeyance

1

1
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'Specialty Salesperson*
Great experience and opportunities:
- Ad sales to local clients
- Online ad sales
- Overseeing print and online classifieds

20hrs/wk

1

173

ludicial Affairs hopes Ami your time a JMU Is lull <>l experiences thai you andthose
you , are about will waul to remember. All the choice you make at JMU count.
Make choices you am count onl Know the JMU and Harrisonburg
community standards and represent JMU well by practicing
civic responsibility.

Pay - salary plus commission

Apply online at joblink.jmu.edu or for more
Information, call 540-568-6127

www.lhebretze.org
Thursday, September 13,2007
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For Rent

LARGE ONI- BEDROOM
APARTMENT Oreai location,
washer/dryer. AC, no pets,
available immediaiely. 1545.
(540)433-1569

SUBLEASE FOR mellow, laid
back apartment in Stone Gale
communities Tor Spring 2008
(willing to negotiate rent) email
fitzgelrto imu edu

[For Sale]
COMPUTER Gateway 2000 wilh
WinXP. hard drive,15" monilor.
accessories, added memory
and a Lexmark primer. GREAT
CONDITION! $200/ BO
(540)421-41 IS

GRILLED CHI I SI llll'KSDAY
SIIIKIS SI0 on Ihe Commons
Coming in OCTOBER from Ihc IMC
Fencing Club! IS-XLl

[Help Wanted]
WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey.
www. GclPaidToThink.com
RESPONSIVE MANAGEMENT
(www.tesponsivcmanagcment.com),
a wildlife/ natural resource research
firm is hiring polite, professional,
reliable telephone interviewers (NO
IA1 I S). Part-time evening hours;
Sunday-Saturday, schedule vanes
based on project; Apply at 130
Franklin Street (540) 432-1888
'BARTENDING! J250/ Day
Potential. No Experience Necessary.
Training Available (800)965-6520
XT2I2
WAIIRISSM | |)M> \pply m pcivon
at Jess's Lunch downtown after 5pm

MATURE AIIIIUDI. Woelfcl
Research Inc is hiring a part time
hi-ltngual supervisor. Mature attitude
required Experience preferred,
willing to tr.nn Hours are * 11 pin
Mon -En up to 40hr* a week, make
own schedule (540)574-4625
IS YOUR RESUME looking a little
weak? "Pump It Up" by learning a
highly marketable skill for I KM
wilh the opportunity to earn some
FW. I \ IRA MONEY! Enroll in
our National!) Recognized Tax
School starting Sepl II ;h Seating is
limited. Guaranteed Satisfaction1 For
more info go to our websile JI wmn
protaxschool.com or call 1(888)4862668 for a Free Recorded Message
24hrs
APPLY NOW! Brand new inwnhomc
community coming to JMl seeking
part time leasing agents Must be
enthusiastic, eager to learn and a hard
worker II you would like to work in
a rewarding and fun environment that
pays great, please email resume to
hburvanftt cbeech com

PART llMi rBLBPHONE
0PI RATOR - Answering service
hiring for approx 18-24 hours per
week. Some weekend hours Iw.i
positions available Will work
wilh school schedule. Call MIUl
ai 432-7)01 for interview.
HOMI HBALTH AIDBfl NEEDED
for all shillv Will work around
your school schedule Apply lo
( arcl rcc Home Health. Route 42
South. Hnrrisonhurg. or online
www.carefreehomchealih.com or
telephone 434-9X98.
Nl 1)1 MODBI S needed for art
classes. $12/ hour. Part-time. No
experience necessary. Classes
meet M/ W I »0-5pm and T/
I IO:45am*2:l5pm and other
limes. Contact Sam Hunter at
huntcrixriijmu.edu
MAIN 11 '.NANCE WOKKI R Yard
work, simple repairs, cleaning,
shoveling, etc.. 6-10 hrs/ wk.
Ilexihle hrs. $8/ hr. call
540-110-3631

-me Hookah'

PnptM
IX) YOU LOVE JEWH JtY? Want to
earn extra money'.' - Become an Advisor
OK Host a Party and earn FREE jewelry
Contact Mahah Johnson- Independent
Advisor manahjohnsoiVaTnac com or
www. Iiasophia a»m/nuriahjohnson
BARTENDING CLASSES fun flexible
job placement payment plans
I igge^rwtcnd ingachiwl.. hotmail .com
(540)671-1202
MAKING A DIFFERENCE DAILY
Boys * Girls Clubs of llarruoriburg and
Rodungham County are currently hiring
for Youth Devekipmcnt Professionals Mon
- In 2 JO - 6 30pm. Must have experience
working with youth I mail resume to
rrKarter(a*>gchr.org- (540) 4344060

C Travel)
IMISprlrrlBreihl
; 4 & 7 night trips. Low
! prices guaranteed. Group
; discounts for 8+. Book 20
: people, gel 3 free trips!
■ Campus reps needed.
; www.StudentCity.com or

800-293-1445

SMALL ENGINE MECHANIC
NEEDED to woik four hours per night, 5
days a week, M-F. $150-$ 175 per week
depending on experience ( all
540-908-7496.
IIARRISONBURG VOL FIRE DEP!
looking for volunteers No experience
necessary. Male or female. All classes paid
for. Pick up applications at 80 Maryland
Avenue at Fire l>partiTient. or call
421-0541.

Lifeguard Bgffiga
Vvestover Swimming Pool near
Downtown. Great wages Early
Morning, Mid-day St weekend hours
available Applications accepted until
position are tilled (540) 434-0571 for
information

Wake *n Bake
Spring Break 'OH
•rgeHlle ■
waMU'iai
IWwWi r>W«f

■MtOHdOOM

www.iunsphshlouri.ioni

1800,1)6.1/ IO

SKYDIVE' One Day First Jump from
13.500' GIFT CERTIFICATES!
Complete information is on www.
skydiveormnge com (540) 943-6587
SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell Trips.
bam Cash and Go Free Call for group
discounts Best deals guaranteed' Info/
Reservations 800-648-4849
QMaaaeeeUatal

(Services)|
STYLIST Creative work at a great price'
Call Elena (540) 432-5544
HORSE RIDING LESSONS ollcrcd
from beginner to advance j umping.
Linville/ Edem an Also providing riding
privileges Call (540) 833-2311
C-COMPCOMPl/TER REPAIR. Eire
Computer Clieckup for JMU Students
Must have JAC card Free anu^virus,
free adware. tree spyware. $50 off on
all repairs. Licensed and A • Certified
Technician 24-hour service. Will recycle
computers free of charge Must be dropped
off 2 South Mam Street, Suite 407.
fuarisonburg 540-246-1654

Would you like to earn a good salary working in the

Field of your dreams?
ISAT has a very high placement rate. It is not unusual for ISAT graduates to earn starting
salaries of 60K or /OK.

Consider the Integrated Science and Technology Department.
ISAT is a unique degree that is valued by many different employers in the fields of
Energy Environmental, Biotechnology, Engineering,Telecommunications, Health Sciences,
Manufacturing, and Information Management.

I mploycts value the communication, leadership, and problem solving
skills ISAT students learn during their studies.

For more information, visit www.isat.jmu.edu or contact
Paul Henriksen at henrikpw@jmu.edu.

WANT TO RIDE? Mill Creek Farm offers
boarding, lessons, half-leasing our hones,
showing. A full service facdity for the
interested nder Possible work exchange
also 540-234-9781.
DESIGNER HANDBAG BINGO Man
Bradley. COACH, and Dooncy A Bourkc
Bags' Saturday Sept 22.2007. d Weyers
Cave Community Center Doors open
(a} 3:30pm. pre-sale games start id 4pm.
regular games start (d 5pm Pre-sale
tickets. $10for I card Special pre-sale
onry games & raffles' Tickets at the door
$15 for I card Extra bvigu cards arc $5
each or 5 for $20. CALL 568-7083 FOR
MORI- INFO A TO ORDER TICKETS!
Proceeds to benefit the Office on Children
A Youth, a nonprofit organization in
luurisonburg A RucJungham. dedicated
lo providing quality programs to serve
area youth. The OCY supports the Teen
Pirgriancy Prevention A the Gus Bus

••••••••••••••a
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: Congrats
:
to
| 777*? Breeze
and
• Managing
i
Editor
\ Evan Dyson
: for their
• nominations
•
in the
. Associated
•
College
•
Press
annual
: competition!

j GOOD
i LUCK!
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Restaurant
Banquet Facility

Lunch & Dinner Monday-Saturday
Sunday Brunch

(up to ISO people)

Early Bird Specials
Just some off the places our students have been hired:
American Monoyement Systems
Andciscn Consulting
Aicmiturc
Ashworth Brothers, Inc.
AT&T
Auric Corporation
Bcchtel
BellAlkmlK
Biwclionco
toVieiKP^CrjntrariProdWfaiCorp.
Bayer Diagnostics
Booz Allen and Hamilton
Business Impact Systems

Canon
CC Pace Consulting
Circuit City
CFW
CRESTONE International
CoirCraft
Coopers and lybrand

Dominion Semiconductor
DuPonl
Electronic Data Systoms
Enterprising Service Solutions
I <MI.MII Bureau of Investigations
Florida Power and Light
Ford Motor Company
George C. Marshall Center
GTE
Gulf Stream
Hiihiuit for Humanity International
Hydro Geolectric
IBM
ICF Kaiser
Konica
Kraft Foods
Lockheed Martin
Merck & Co.. Inc.
NASA
Nntionol Institute of Health

National Park Service
Naval Air Systems Command
New Jersey Natural Gas
Pitney Bowes
Project Performance Corporation
R.R. Donnelley & Sons
RWD Technologies
SAS Institute Inc
SHENTEL
Smith Bowman Distillery
Southern Piedmont Ag. Researd. Conlor
Sprint
Sin mil Water Research Center
Tonneco Automotive
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Forest Service
UUNel Technologies
Virginia Dept of Game & Inland Fisheries
Wella Manufacturing
Wl R Foods

13

4:006:00
$995

Now accepting JAC

5405642988
380 University Blvd.
Located across from
Regal Cinemas
Simpfe'Pfcasures'Restaurantcom

,
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ACROSS
_>J
I Dollops
}'
5 Russian ruler
9 'H7 Peace Prize winner
14 Incur, as bills
4S
19 Thanks!"
M
20 Dingy digs
21 Jargon
22 Crop up
iiH*1
23 Clothing store?
^m
25 Gary Cooper in
"High Noon'"'
27 Asian nation
M
28 Jab
B,
30 Genetic info
31 Poetic preposition
K
PI
32 Stoltz or Sevareid
M
R
34 Actress Perlman
10C
102
ira
38 Brazier bits
41 Seats picked up in
H~
no
the Senate?
in
I20
45 Bank (on)
1."
123
\'JT
46 Tai - (martial an)
'.-3
~r*T
47 Recruit to-be
'J'
48 Baseball's Sammy
•x<
TM
50 Coaxed
54 Plane place
57 Bedroom furniture
59 Elbcm
111 Salon request
17 PC enthusiasts
78 Go off track
60 Available
112 La-la lead-in
18 Pansian papa
79 Print-shop supply
61 Photo finish
ll4Castkmalenal
24 Mala 80 Emulates O'Meara
62 Bnght
117 Contaminate
26 Singer Georgie
83 With 75 Down. "Gigi" author
64 Pan of MST
l2INBAhandicappers? 29 Significant years
85 Turn pages
65 Mediocre
127 "One really thick
33 "Take- leave it!"
87 Andrew of "Melrose Place"
67 Mason's need
steak, please"?
35 Sounded like a serpent 88 "Guarding -" ('94 film)
68 Any
129 Simpson of fashion 36 Seth's son
89 Flock o'docs
69 Deplores
130 Paul of "American 37 Evaluate
91 Irish island group
70 Scandinavian com- Graffiti"
39 Divulge, with "out"
93 Inland sea
puter?
131 Cumer's panner
40 Bronte heroine
94 Big beginning
73 Puts another worm 132 Siegmeister or
41 Detective Charlie
98 Ignites
on the hook?
Wiesel
42 Nonstandard contrac101 Conductor Klemperer
75 Composer Janacek 133 Greek sandwiches tion
102 Christie sleuth
76 Chip off Woody s
134 Atlanta campus
43 A swan was her swain 104 Bandleader Brown
block
l35AMEXnval
105 Till
44 Country star Brooks
78 Archaeological site
46 Comic Margaret
106 Laughed loudly
136 Take-out order?
81 Class ring?
49 Strong suit
107 Disreputable
82 Galley feature
51 Entire range
108 Aquatic animal
DOWN
83 Absolutely adored
52 Senator Kefauver
111 Unexpected obstacle
1 Stare stupidly
84 "- Gay"
2 Dairy-case purchase 53 Cozy rooms
113 "Excuse me"
86 Socialite Perie
55 Pants
3 Piglet's papa
115 Exiled dictator
90 Anti-knock stuff
56 Each
4 Meryl of "Marvin's
116 Dark blue
92 Glisten
58 Monty's milieu
Room"
118 Run in neutral
94 Chaos
59 Loon's relative
5 Even if. informally
ll9SedakaorSimon
95 Puppeteer Lewis
61 Demi or Dudley
6 Trace
120 Dendrologist's concern
96 Israeli dance
63 It multiplies by divid7 As well
122 Arafat's grp
97 Counterfeit
ing
8 Stink
l23PanofUSAR
99 States, for shon
66
Declare
9"-ofYou"C84hitl
124 Funnyman Philips
100 Might) mile
69
ll,-ii.l
n
role
10-Branco. Brazil
125 Prepare to feather''
103 Marina statistics? .
70
TV
host
Robin
.M r> H.
..lit aravansarv
126 Farm feature
107 f_ orelli composition .- , .. e
71
Major
artery
■ ratj
«
12 Like fine wine
L
128 Nationality suffix
UN Macpherson
of
,,~, .
72 Swanky
..
l3Tulsatype
74 Soprano Gluck
110 Word form for
.- „
. „ ..
75 See 83 Down
_ .
_
15 Psychic Geller
minute
.*»«
,
77 Block
lo More congenial
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Paul Joseph Duggan
Attorney at Law
DWl's
Reckless Driving
Traffic & Criminal Defense
Civil Litigation
FREE CONSULTATIONS

The City Exchange building
56 West Gay Street
Suite 103
I larrisonburg, Virginia 22802
Office: (540)568-1810
Fax: (540)568-1814

PaulJD37@hotmail.<

Boston Bewerv
Gel the Boston flavor down south.

Every Tuesday...
Mention this ad & receive...

1 /2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS
From 4 p.m. - Close withjAccard
^

I

t

f

Y

I

Not valid with any other promotion.

Mon - TTiurs until 12 a.m.

1625 East Market St.

In - Sat until 1 a.m.

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Sun. until 11 p.m.

S40.433. •?•»/»

Leasing Kickoff for Sunchas<

—

is Oct. 18th!!

Tf; a

Sunchase Features:
-Pool
-Fitness Center
,______ — ■ -Gaming Area
and much more!!
-Business Center
Contact us for more information or go to
www.sunchase.net (check under Live at Sunchase)

virtual tours online at:
'"i

www.sunchase.net

540- 442- 4800

